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Marvelous Illustrations of Alameda County 

1. [Alameda County]: OFFICIAL AND HISTORICAL ATLAS MAP OF ALAMEDA COUNTY 

CALIFORNIA COMPILED, DRAWN AND PUBLISHED FROM PERSONAL EXAMINATIONS 

AND SURVEYS. Oakland: Thompson & West, 1878. 170pp., profusely illustrated with full-page 

illustrations and forty-four colored maps (twenty-four double page, three of those folding). The contents 

calls for a map of Niles on page 129, but it does not appear on the sheet. Folio. Original brown cloth 

boards, gilt, with new green morocco backstrip and corners. New pastedowns, lacking endpapers. A few 

pages with neat tape repairs (almost all confined to the margins), else quite clean internally. Very good. 

A very attractive copy of a scarce California county atlas, with a profusion of maps and illustrations of the 

East Bay. Publisher Thompson & West was based in Oakland, and though they produced several 

California county atlases during this period they lavished great care and attention to detail on this atlas 

showing their home county. This is especially evident in the profusion of maps, which show the state, the 

county, and several cities, towns, and townships, often in great detail.  There are also dozens of 

illustrations of homes, farms, public buildings, and businesses in the county, including several salt works, 

landings, and a nursery. Not in Howes, who does list several other California county atlases published by 

Thompson & West. These atlases are often found in quite rough or incomplete condition - this is a very 

nice, complete copy. COWAN, p.827. ROCQ 11. $2,250 

 

 

2. Ames, Nathaniel:  AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY: OR, ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR 

LORD CHRIST, 1764...CONTAINING, ECLIPSES, EPHEMERIS, ASPECTS...ROADS, WITH THE 

BEST STAGES OR HOUSES TO PUT UP AT. A PAGE FOR GENTLEMEN. ON TOBACCO. ON 

SNUFF. ON GOOD PUNCH. A PAGE FOR THE HUSBANDMEN. Boston. [1763]. [24pp. Gathered 

signatures, string-tied as issued. Tanned, a bit of light foxing, some small tears in the margins. 

Contemporary manuscript notes on four pages (see below). Good plus. Untrimmed. 

The final almanac by Nathaniel Ames one of three variants, this one with the price under the imprint and 

with "containing, eclipses, ephemeris, aspects" in the title (see Drake). In the preface, dated less than a 

year before his death, Ames makes note of Benjamin Franklin's experiments with electricity, and also of 

Franklin's invention of the "glassicord," a musical instrument made of glass. The tables of road distances 

have been updated with the latest information, there are two plus pages of advice to gentlemen on 

tobacco, snuff, and the drinking of punch, and the usual verses above the monthly calendars have been 

replaced by excerpts on perspiration and health. This copy bears contemporary manuscript notes on four 

pages, apparently by a New England farmer recording the planting of crops and the birth of calves. 

DRAKE 3139. EVANS 9321. $250 

 

 



 

3. [Arizona]: Whisler, E.Y.: TUCSON CHIEF COMMERCIAL CITY OF ARIZONA. [Tucscon: Press of 

the Citizen, 1909]. 32pp., with many illustrations from photographs. Oblong 12mo. Original pictorial 

wrappers. Old stain in outer edge of front wrapper. Quite clean internally. Very good. 

A nice promotional pamphlet for the rapidly growing city of Tucson. With a "matchless climate," a "good 

moral environment," and attractive to both tourists and new residents, the work features many illustrations 

of Tucson and surrounding areas, from photographs by E.Y. Whisler. Included are images of hotels, 

homes, club, churches, schools, mining camps, hospitals, farms, and the Southern Pacific Depot. Undated, 

but with information up to 1909, this edition follows a similarly-titled work of 1907, also issued by the 

Chamber of Commerce. OCLC locates eleven copies of the present edition. $65 

 

 

Rare Railroad Guide Through California and the Southwest 

4. Atwell, H. Wallace: THE SUNSET ROUTE A TOURISTS' GUIDE AND IMMIGRANTS' LAND 

DIRECTORY FROM NEW ORLEANS TO SAN FRANCISCO. ACCURATE INFORMATION FOR 

THE PLEASURE OR HOME SEEKER, REGARDING ALL POINTS ALONG THE SOUTHERN 

PACIFIC RAILROAD AND ALL ITS BRANCHES. A BRIEF GLIMPSE OF LOUISIANA, TEXAS, 

NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA. San Francisco: Atwell & Company, 1888. [4],359,[3]pp., including 

advertisements. Portrait. Original pink pictorial wrappers. Wrappers lightly soiled, paper chipped at spine 

ends. Front wrapper and first fifty-three leaves gnawed in lower outer corner, not affecting text. Good 

plus overall. 

H. Wallace Atwell, also known as "Bill Dadd," was an old hand at compiling railroad and emigrant 

guides, his name appearing on such works as far back as 1869. He is also known as the compiler of the 

first Yolo County directory, published in 1870. The present very comprehensive guide, however, is 

almost unknown, but it is an excellent example of Atwell's wide-ranging knowledge, as well as his 

humor. It is a guide to travel along the route of the Southern Pacific Railroad from New Orleans across 

the southwest to California, and north through the San Joaquin Valley. Designed to lure potential 

emigrants to available railroad lands, Atwell gives descriptions of towns and places from Louisiana 

through Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. In California he gives highly informed descriptions of counties 

and towns from San Diego northward, covering the Central Valley as well as the coast, focusing heavily 

on agriculture and developing communities, but with much on larger towns as well. As evidence of 

Atwell's great humor we would point to his hilarious general advice to travelers at the beginning of the 

work, and to his pithy description of Stockton, which he says has "several churches and sinners enough to 

fill them, if they could be assembled." Not in Rocq or Cowan, or in the Eberstadt or Decker catalogues. 

OCLC locates only two copies, at the Huntington and the Bancroft libraries. Rare. OCLC 77881842. $750 

 

 

5. Ayer, Edward E.: NARRATIVES OF CAPTIVITY AMONG THE INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA 

A LIST OF BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS ON THIS SUBJECT IN THE EDWARD E. AYER 

COLLECTION OF THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY. [New York: Maurizio Martino, 1991]. 

x,120,vii,[1],49pp. Burgundy cloth, spine gilt. As new. 

Modern reprint, done in an edition of 300 copies, of the catalogue of the narratives of North American 

Indian captivities in the Edward Ayer Collection at the Newberry Library in Chicago. Includes the 

original catalogue, issued in 1921, and the 1928 supplement. Still the single most useful reference work 

on the subject. $25 

 

 

 



 

Rare Pilot for the Allegheny River, with Sixteen Maps 

and an Early Mention of Pennsylvania Oil Deposits 

6. Babbitt, E.L.: THE ALLEGHENY PILOT; CONTAINING A COMPLETE CHART OF THE 

ALLEGHENY RIVER SHOWING THE ISLANDS AND BARS, AND LOW WATER CHANNEL, 

FROM WARREN TO PITTSBURGH, WITH DIRECTIONS FOR NAVIGATING THE SAME WITH 

RAFTS, FLAT-BOATS, ETC. AND INTENDED FOR THE BENEFIT OF RIVERMEN 

GENERALLY...ALSO A TABLE OF DISTANCES FOR ALL THE PRINCIPAL WESTERN 

NAVIGABLE RIVERS. Freeport, Pa.: E.L. Babbitt, Publisher and Printer, 1855. 64,[1]pp., plus sixteen 

lithographed maps and [15]pp. of ads. Original front wrapper, rear wrapper lacking. Front wrapper soiled, 

with loss at the edges, and backed by paper. Old tideline in final nine leaves, occasional light foxing. 

About very good. In a folding cloth box, gilt leather spine label. 

A rare American river pilot, written and printed by E.L. Babbitt in the small town of Freeport, 

Pennsylvania, about twenty-five miles up the Allegheny River from Pittsburgh. The guide describes and 

illustrates the course of the Allegheny from Warren, located near the New York state line and considered 

the head of steam navigation on the river, all the way to Pittsburgh, a distance of some two hundred miles. 

As such it is an important record of the original path of the Allegheny and life in its communities. Babbitt 

describes the river, its islands, bars, and channels, and gives a wealth of historical information gleaned 

from local residents. Included is much on Indian tribes and local history back to the colonial and 

Revolutionary eras, as well as notes on industry along the river, such as lumber. Ernest Wessen notes that 

"the bulk of the lengthy historical notes on the river towns are original; either from local sources or the 

writer’s first-hand knowledge of the subject. From the standpoint of rarity it ranks with the very early 

pamphlet editions of Cramer’s Navigators; while its fine lithographed charts are superior to those 

published in any navigator that has come to our attention." Babbitt provides important pieces of local 

history, intermingled with the navigation directions. For example, in the Freeport section he gives an 

account of the Massy Harbison Indian captivity.  

 

Adept at a variety of skills, E.L. Babbitt not only wrote the text but also printed the book himself. On the 

titlepage he is also identified as a photographer, and he must have been one of the earliest 

daguerreotypists in western Pennsylvania. Born in Massachusetts in 1817 he was trained as a blacksmith 

and then moved to Pennsylvania, where in later years he was deeply involved in the oil industry. In fact, 

the text herein contains an early mention of the oil deposits that would make western Pennsylvania a 

hotbed of oil exploration just a few years later - in the description of Map Seven Babbitt discusses Oil 

Creek Island, which "derives its name from a peculiar kind of inflamable oil known as the 'Seneca Oil' 

which is found floating upon the surface of its water in different places."  

 

The outstanding, detailed maps are by William Schuchman of Pittsburgh, a German emigre who opened 

the city's first lithographic firm in 1849. The final page of text contains a "business directory" of 

Pittsburgh, and the advertisements are for a variety of local businesses, including druggists, clothiers, 

printers, photographer G. Wetz, marble works, and colleges. Not in Sabin, nor in the Streeter Collection. 

OCLC locates only four copies, at the Clements Library, University of Missouri (at St. Louis), Wisconsin 

Historical Society, and University of Wyoming. There are also copies at Yale, the Historical Society of 

Pennsylvania, and Penn State. Quite rare in the market - the last copy that we could find offered was by 

Ernest Wessen in 1960. HOWES B5, "aa." JONES, ADVENTURES IN AMERICANA 1325. 

MIDLAND NOTES 58:11. OCLC 80453965. $6,500 

 

 

7. Barra, E.I.: A TALE OF TWO OCEANS; NEW STORY BY AN OLD CALIFORNIAN. AN 

ACCOUNT OF A VOYAGE FROM PHILADELPHIA TO SAN FRANCISCO, AROUND CAPE 

HORN, YEARS 1849-50, CALLING AT RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, AND AT JUAN FERNANDEZ, 



 

IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC. San Francisco: [Press of Eastman & Co.], 1893. Titlepage vignette. 198pp., 

including in-text and full-page illustrations. Original pictorial wrappers. Tear in lower edge of rear 

wrapper, chipping and tearing to spine. Very clean internally. Very good. 

"Barra...succeeded in extracting from his log that which is usually lacking in the rigid sameness of 

Atlantic to California voyages - a readable narrative" - Hill. His tale is entertaining indeed, describing life 

aboard ship, the work and personalities of the crew and captain, his fellow argonauts, adventures in Rio, 

and his early impressions of San Francisco. COWAN, p.35. HILL 55. KURUTZ 37. GRAFF 193. 

HOWES (1954 ed.) 590. NORRIS CATALOGUE 213. HOWELL 50:282. $250 

 

 

8. Beasley, Delilah L.: THE NEGRO TRAIL BLAZERS OF CALIFORNIA A COMPILATION OF 

RECORDS FROM THE CALIFONIA ARCHIVES IN THE BANCROFT LIBRARY AT THE 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IN BERKELEY; AND FROM THE DIARIES, OLD PAPERS AND 

CONVERSATIONS OF OLD PIONEERS IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. IT IS A TRUE 

RECORD OF FACTS, AS THEY PERTAIN TO THE HISTORY OF THE PIONEER AND PRESENT 

DAY NEGRO. Los Angeles. 1919. 317pp. including numerous photographic plates, plus an additional 

three leaves of photographic plates. Portrait. Original pictorial cloth, rebacked with original backstrip laid 

down. Cloth stained, mostly on front board. Significant tideline and staining throughout the text, 

including evidence of mildew. A fair copy. 

An important and trail-blazing work in its own right, privately published after years of assiduous research. 

Mrs. Beasley spent eight years canvassing California, conducting interviews and collecting oral histories, 

reading unpublished diaries, and corresponding with pioneers. She also did a huge amount of research in 

the libraries and in published works, county records, and newspapers, including every African-American 

newspaper published in California since the first was issued in 1855. The resulting book is a monument to 

her efforts and to the African-American men and women she profiles, from the earliest pioneers through 

to Spanish-American War veterans and those involved with the 1915 Panama-Pacific International 

Exposition. Profusely illustrated. COWAN, p.40. ROCQ 16678. $175 

 

 

With a Manuscript Leaf from Loving’s Brand Book 

9. [Brand Book]: [Loving, James C.]: THE LOVING BRAND BOOK. Austin: The Pemberton Press, 

1965. [10],118,[1]pp., plus original manuscript leaf laid in. Oblong quarto. Original calf, gilt. Fine in a 

fine cloth slipcase. 

Copy number 101 from the "Manuscript Edition" (a total of 119 copies), with a manuscript leaf in James 

C. Loving's hand from his 1884 brand book laid in. Signed by illustrator William Witliff on the limitation 

page, and by Charles Goodnight III at the end of his introduction. "Reproduces James C. Loving's original 

manuscript brand book of Texas cattle brands, compiled in 1884. Loving was the son of Charles 

Goodnight's partner Oliver Loving and one of the founders of first Texas stock association. This 

reproduction makes available to all a picture of how brands were recorded by a working cattleman on the 

range, besides preserving an important brand book for posterity" - Reese. SIX SCORE 74. $1,000 

 

 

Very Rare Midwestern Indian Captivity, in the Original Wrappers 

10. Brayton, Matthew: THE INDIAN CAPTIVE. A NARRATIVE OF ADVENTURES AND 

SUFFERINGS OF MATTHEW BRAYTON, IN HIS THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF CAPTIVITY 

AMONG THE INDIANS OF NORTH-WESTERN AMERICA. Cleveland. 1860. 68pp. 12mo. Original 

printed wrappers. Some soiling and a few spots to wrappers, with a small area chipped at the spine tail 



 

and the bottom of the front joint. Light stain to outer margin of the last few leaves, pencil marks to last 

page of text and the inside rear wrapper. Good. In a half morocco slipcase, gilt. 

A rare Indian captivity, not in Ayer or Field. Brayton was stolen near his home in Ohio in 1825 and sold 

to the Pottawatomi, who took him to Michigan, where he lived among the Winnebago, Chippewa, and 

Sioux. The latter took him west, where he was sold again, this time to the Snake Indians, who adopted 

him into their tribe. Brayton apparently lived among the Snake on the upper Missouri River, following 

them to California, where he remained some five years. He describes fighting the Blackfeet in Oregon, as 

well as his extraordinary thirty-four years of wandering all over the West. He finally reconciled himself to 

civilization, enlisted in the army in 1861, and was killed at Pittsburgh Landing in 1862.  

 

"Extraordinary as the incidents appear, there is abundant proof of its entire truth" - Thomson. "It is quite 

true that it would not have been possible for Brayton to have made some of the movements described 

among the tribes named. On the other hand the critics have overlooked the fact that Brayton was taken at 

the age of seven and lived among the Indians for thirty-four years. He could not read or write, and spoke 

English with some difficulty...There remains not the slightest doubt that Matthew was a Brayton, and his 

narrative is, in general, correct" - Midland Notes. "One of the most remarkable and - in spite of its 

relatively late publication date - one of the rarest items belonging to captivity literature" - Howes. This 

account is sometimes attributed to John H.A. Bone, who may have assisted Brayton in setting forth the 

narrative.  

 

An extraordinary account, rarely met with, and hardly ever encountered in an original binding. HOWES 

B736, "c." THOMSON 115. GREENLY 32. GRAFF 393. STREETER SALE 4272. SIEBERT SALE 

994. WAGNER-CAMP 351. MIDLAND NOTES 30:29. $4,750 

 

 

11. Bruff, J. Goldsborough: Read, Georgia Willis, and Ruth Gaines (editors): GOLD RUSH. THE 

JOURNALS, DRAWINGS, AND OTHER PAPERS OF J. GOLDSBOROUGH BRUFF. CAPTAIN, 

WASHINGTON CITY AND CALIFORNIA MINING ASSOCIATION APRIL 2, 1849 - JULY 20, 

1851. New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1944. Two volumes: lxxxviii,630; viii,[631]-1404pp., including 

numerous illustrations (three of them folding). Half titles. Quarto. Half cloth and paper-covered boards, 

spines gilt. Fine. In a very good (edgeworn, with a few tape repairs) slipcase, printed paper label. 

"One of the most comprehensive and informative gold rush sources available, not only for its picture of 

life in the diggings, but for its highly detailed narrative, including Bruff's own sketches and drawing of 

the overland crossing" - Mintz. J. Goldsborough Bruff, an employee of the Treasury Department in 

Washington, and a skilled draftsman, went to California in 1849 with the intention of writing an overland 

guide book. As the captain of the Washington City and California Mining Association he kept detailed, 

observant, and perceptive journals, enhanced by remarkable illustrations. His journals rank among the 

best firsthand accounts of the overland journey and life in the California diggings. The first volume 

covers his overland trip, and the second recounts his experiences in the mines and his return journey. 

Bruff's journals are at the Huntington Library, and editors Read and Gaines spent fifteen years preparing 

them for this publication. This first edition, printed in an edition of not more than 1250 copies, is greatly 

preferred over the abbreviated second edition published for the Gold Rush centennial in 1949. "The most 

elaborate and accurate single record of an overland journey for 1849 or for any other year...his sketches, 

reproduced in this book, alone would have entitled him to a place in the pantheon of gold rush immortals, 

for they comprise the most extensive and vivid known contemporary pictorial record of the overland 

experience" - Mattes. KURUTZ 93a. ZAMORANO SELECT, 9. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 25. MATTES 

377. MINTZ 64. HECKMAN 56. ROCQ 15724. NORRIS CATALOGUE 424. EDWARDS, DESERT 

VOICES, p.25. HOWES R91, "aa." $350 

 



 

Extolling the Virtues of Napa County 

12. [California]: Napa County Board of Supervisors: NAPA COUNTY BOOKLET. Napa, Ca. 1902. 

31,[1]pp., including map and numerous illustrations. Oblong 16mo. Original pictorial wrappers. Light 

staining along the edges. Very good. 

First edition of this scarce and relatively early Napa County promotional booklet. The text describes local 

agriculture, including viticulture, prune-growing, and dairying, as well as the quality of life in Napa and 

nearby towns such as Calistoga and St. Helena. A panoramic double-page center photograph shows 

vineyards and orchards with nearby hills, and the final page is a map showing the location of Napa 

County in the Bay Area. The text explains that Napa "enjoys every facility the best markets can afford 

and is in close touch with the life of the great world - intellectually, socially, commercially speaking - 

outside." Rocq and OCLC together locate only six copies, at the Bancroft Library, Los Angeles Public 

Library, Huntington, University of California at Davis, Wisconsin Historical Society, and Pacific Union 

College Library. ROCQ 5901. OCLC 19602225, 82901923. $325 

 

 

The First Laws of California: A Beautiful Copy 

13. [California]: THE STATUTES OF CALIFORNIA, PASSED AT THE FIRST SESSION OF THE 

LEGISLATURE. BEGUN THE 15th DAY OF DEC. 1849, AND ENDED THE 22d DAY OF APRIL, 

1850, AT THE CITY OF PUEBLO DE SAN JOSE. WITH AN APPENDIX AND INDEX. San Jose: J. 

Winchester, State Printer, 1850. ix,[1],482pp. Half title. Quarto. Contemporary sheep, tooled border, gilt 

leather spine labels. Early marking lightly effaced from front board, but faint "Recorder's Office" stamp 

still visible on spine. Scattered light foxing, an occasional stray ink mark. A very handsome copy. In a 

folding cloth box, gilt leather spine label. 

A foundation document of California law, this volume prints the laws passed by the first legislature, 

shortly after California was admitted into the Union. Herein are the statutes that set up the governing 

framework of California, including the state constitution and federal laws that relate to California, 

especially naturalization laws. Also included are laws relating to the state treasury, courts, elections, and 

sheriffs, the creation of counties, port and harbor laws, marks and brands, government salaries, the duty 

and fees of the state printer, the organization of the state militia, a law preventing the coining of money by 

individuals, steamboat inspection regulations, laws for the protection of Indians, and many more. 

Significantly, there is a law "for the better regulation of the Mines, and the government of Foreign 

Miners" reflecting the racial tensions in the mining regions. Marriage between whites and "negroes or 

mulattoes" is prohibited. While the imprint reads San Jose, Wagner and Greenwood note that these 

statutes were actually printed in New York. Wagner goes on to explain: "The Legislature of 1850, in 

consideration of having the Statutes and Journals printed at a reduction of 50% from the price of its 

contract with the State Printer, agreed to allow them to be printed in the east. When Winchester received 

his appointment, he agreed to this condition and had them printed in New York by J. Craighead of Fulton 

Street. The first to arrive in California were 100 copies of the JOURNALS which came over the Isthmus 

and arrived in the Oregon in October, 1850, but the STATUTES did not arrive until December." Printed 

in an edition of 1050 copies, according to Wagner. This is a lovely copy of a title that is usually found in 

battered condition. COWAN, p.610. WAGNER, CALIFORNIA IMPRINTS 147. GREENWOOD 167 

(note). HOWELL 50:146. $750 

 

 

Fire Ravages San Francisco in 1851 

14. [California Pictorial Letter Sheet]: VIEW OF THE LAST GREAT CONFLAGRATION IN SAN-

FRANCISCO ON THE 22d OF JUNE 1851. TEN SQUARES BURNED, LOSS $3,000,000. VIEW 

TAKEN FROM THE HEAD OF CALIFORNIA STREET DURING THE PROGRESS OF THE FIRE. 



 

San Francisco: Justh. Quirot & Co., [before July 14, 1851]. Pictorial letter sheet, 8 3/4 x 11 1/4 inches, 

printed on blue wove paper. Splits along center folds and a few small closed tears in edges neatly repaired 

on verso. Unvenly trimmed. Contemporary signature of "Saml. W. Jennings / Braintree/ Mass" on verso. 

Very good. 

A dramatic illustration showing the fire that ravaged San Francisco on June 22, 1851. The view is from 

Nob Hill and shows plumes of menacing smoke filling the air as flames rise from buildings across the 

city. Several men watch the scene from the hilltop in the foreground, while numerous ships are shown just 

offshore in the bay. San Francisco was highly susceptible to fires in its early years, as the city grew 

quickly and most buildings were made of wood. Between December 1849 and May 1851, there were six 

major fires. The fire depicted on this sheet occurred on June 22, 1851 and was among the most 

destructive, claiming the city hall and the Jenny Lind theatre. Shortly thereafter, San Franciscans began to 

favor bricks in an effort to make buildings more fire resistant. BAIRD, CALIFORNIA'S PICTORIAL 

LETTER SHEETS 301. CLIFFORD LETTER SHEET COLLECTION 308. PETERS, CALIFORNIA 

ON STONE, p.137. $1,350 

 

 

15. [California Water]: CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT CALIFORNIA...WATER CONSERVATION 

FOR FLOOD CONTROL RIVER NAVIGATION IRRIGATION SALINITY CONTROL ELECTRIC 

POWER RECREATION DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY. [Baltimore]: Hoen & Co. Lith., [ca. 

1940]. Broadside with lithographed map, 17 x 11 inches, featuring nine small illustrations and additional 

text. Old folds. Near fine. 

An interesting and attractive map and broadside, promoting the virtues of the Central Valley Project, a 

major undertaking begun in the 1930s to provide a steady and reliable source of water to farmers and 

inhabitants in the agriculturally fertile, yet climatologically dry Central Valley of California. The main 

feature is an attractive colored map of California with the northern part of the state at the left edge and the 

southern portion at the far right. The map shows the state from the Oregon border all the way south to the 

Salton Sea, and highlights the many projects underway as part of the Project, including the construction 

of the Shasta and Friant dams, and the creation of a number of canals and water channels, many of them 

growing out of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers. The text explains the benefits of the Project to 

residents and farmers, and the illustrations show dams under construction, the ravages of uncontrolled 

rivers, and the benefits of irrigation to crops. $100 

 

 

16. [Canvassing Book]: Frost, John: FROST'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF INDIAN WARS AND 

CAPTIVITIES, FROM THE EARLIEST RECORD OF AMERICAN HISTORY TO THE PRESENT 

TIME...PART FIRST. New York: Wells Publishing Company, 1873. [102]pp., including printed and 

engraved titlepages, and illustrations. Plus ruled sheets of paper for subscription information bound in at 

the rear, containing manuscript notes on two orders for the book. Pictorial rust cloth. Example of gilt cloth 

backstrip affixed to front pastedown, gilt morocco backstrip affixed to rear pastedown. Lightly worn at 

corners and spine ends. A touch of light foxing. Very good. 

A nice example of a canvassing book for John Frost's extensive history of Indians wars and captivities. 

This copy contains samples of two available bindings, one of gilt rust cloth, the other of gilt green 

morocco. The engraved and printed titlepages are included, as are excerpts from the text, the index, and a 

number of illustrations showing Native American leaders and scenes of warfare and captivity, as well as 

famous frontiersmen such as Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill. This copy was apparently used by a canvasser 

in far western New York, and contains the manuscript names of two purchasers of the book from the town 

of Albion, each of whom chose a binding of morocco and cloth. The blank leaves at the rear for 



 

subscribers' names are preceded by a half-broadside printed publisher's condition leaf. John Frost was a 

prolific writer (Sabin calls him a notorious pilferer) on a number of historical subjects, including Native 

Americans, Indian wars, and Indian captivities, and began his career writing on those subjects in 1840. 

The second part of this work was authored by the nearly as prolific Samuel Drake. Not in the catalogue of 

the Zinman Collection of Canvassing Books. HOWES D477 (ref). $250 

 

 

Anti-Central Pacific Broadside, Only One Other Copy Recorded 

17. Casserly, Eugene: SUPPLEMENT. THE ISSUE OF THE CONTEST. "SHALL THE PEOPLE OR 

THE RAILROAD RULE?" LETTER OF HON. EUGENE CASSERLY TO HON. B.F. TUTTLE OF 

SONOMA COUNTY. San Francisco. August 26, 1873. Broadside, 28 x 18 1/2 inches, text printed in five 

columns. One vertical and three horizontal folds. Upper outer corner torn (expertly restored) with no loss 

of text. A few closed tears neatly mended with tape on verso. Very good. 

A rare anti-Central Pacific Railroad broadside, published four years after the completion of the 

Transcontinental Railroad. United States Senator Eugene Casserly proclaims that the main issue in the 

forthcoming California statewide elections is "Shall the people of the State rule the State, or shall a 

gigantic corporation rule it?" The Central Pacific, Casserly argues, with its ever-increasing wealth and 

power, threatens to make California "a province of a railroad corporation." He reminds the reader that the 

great tradition of the Democratic Party is "to maintain the rights of the many against the privileges of the 

few," and condemns the power of corporate monopolies, which he calls "this gigantic creation of our own 

hands." Casserly excoriates the Central Pacific for its high rates for passengers and freight, the enormous 

profits it makes, and its maneuvering to avoid paying taxes or interests on government loans. He also 

warns of the increasing influence of railroad interests on the legislative process, arguing that the railroad 

is becoming a "third party," even more powerful than the Democrats and Republicans. As potential 

solutions he puts forth greater government regulation and additional rail and river transportation systems - 

these under government control. The only sure solution, Casserly argues, is pressure from the people upon 

their elected officials to serve the public good. Eugene Casserly (1820-1883), an Irish-born journalist and 

lawyer, came to California in 1850, publishing newspapers and serving as official state printer for a few 

years. He was elected as a Democrat to the United States Senate in 1868, and served until his resignation 

in November, 1873, just a few months after composing the text on this broadside. Casserly was chairman 

of the Committee on Pacific Railroads during his final years in the Senate, and was a strong voice on 

railroad issues. The present letter is addressed to Benjamin F. Tuttle, a Democratic member of the state 

legislature from Sonoma County. OCLC locates only a single copy, at Yale, which is described as 

"mutilated, affecting some text." Rare. OCLC 28156745. $875 

 

 

Laws of the Choctaw Nation 

18. [Choctaw Nation]: Durant, A.R., Davis Homer, and Ben Watkins [compilers]: CONSTITUTION 

AND LAWS OF THE CHOCTAW NATION. TOGETHER WITH THE TREATIES OF 1837, 1855, 

1865, AND 1866. PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL. Dallas: John F. 

Worley, 1894. 352pp., plus a leaf of two unnumbered pages inserted between pp.314 and 315. Modern 

half morocco and cloth, gilt leather spine label. Very clean internally. Near fine. 

This volume of laws and treaties was printed during a period of great upheaval for the Choctaw, as they 

were being displaced from their lands by the Oklahoma land rush. Commonly known as the "Durant 

code," Hargrett notes that the Choctaw Nation never officially approved its publication, as it lacked the 

dates of passage of most of the laws. Five hundred copies were ordered, but the Council refused to pay for 

its printing. In this copy, as is usually the case, the dates of passage of the laws are stamped in ink. The 

text contains the laws in force for the Choctaw Nation through the regular session of October 1893, as 



 

well as the text of the treaties with the United States of 1837, 1855, and 1866 (there was no treaty of 

1865, despite the note in the title). This volume includes some laws not included in the "J.P. code" of 

1869, or the "Standley code" of 1887. The constitution, written in 1860, borrows heavily from that of the 

United States. Durant, Watkins, and Homer, the compilers, were all Choctaw, and all lawyers. For a time, 

Durant was interpreter for the United States district court at Paris, Texas. Scarce in the market, in our 

experience. HARGRETT 155. EBERSTADT 166:53. $1,000 

 

 

1 of 15 Copies Bound in Full Morocco 

19. [Colt, Samuel]: ARMSMEAR: THE HOME, THE ARMS, AND THE ARMORY OF SAMUEL 

COLT. A MEMORIAL. New York. 1866. 399pp. Maps and plates. Quarto. Original full brown morocco, 

gilt, gilt spine titles and raised bands, gilt coats-of-arms on boards, gilt inner dentelles, a.e.g, by 

Matthews. Light soiling to front board, else a clean, near fine copy. In a cloth slipcase. 

First edition, one of only fifteen copies specially bound by Matthews for Mrs. Colt. This elaborate 

memorial volume is a tribute to the famous gun designer and manufacturer, Samuel Colt, prepared after 

his death by his widow. Besides describing the grounds and home of the Colt estate in Hartford, it 

contains a great deal of information relating to Colt's career, and to the development of his business and 

of his famous revolver, which played such a central role in shaping the West. This work was also issued 

in a half morocco and cloth binding, and also in simple cloth. Copies bound in full morocco, such as the 

present copy, are rare in the market. HOWES C618, "b." SABIN 14763. HITCHCOCK 53. $3,750 

 

 

Collection of Rare Pamphlets by the Lawyer for the Standard Oil Trust 

20. Dodd, S.C.T.: [GROUP OF FIVE TITLES BY THE PIONEERING AND INFLUENTIAL 

LAWYER FOR THE STANDARD OIL TRUST, INCLUDING A COPY OF HIS Combinations: Their 

Uses and Abuses]. New York. 1888 - 1907. Titles and paginations as below. Each title in original printed 

wrappers. Fourth title with the textblock detached from wrappers. Rear wrapper of first title torn; rear 

wrapper of second and fourth titles with another sheet of colored stock affixed to rear wrapper; and rear 

wrapper of third title lacking. Otherwise, all are in near fine condition. Each in its own cloth chemise and 

slipcase, spines gilt. 

A significant collection of writings by S.C.T. Dodd, general counsel of the Standard Oil Company and the 

lawyer who conceived of the Standard Oil Trust, a business arrangement that helped it become one of the 

largest and most important American companies of its era. This collection contains five of Dodd's eight 

published works, and is an important collection of writings on corporate law, the trust controversy, and 

the beginnings of the oil industry. 

 

Samuel Calvin Tate Dodd (1836-1907) was one of the most brilliant corporate lawyers of his era. He was 

admitted to the bar in Western Pennsylvania in 1859 at the time of some of the earliest oil strikes in the 

region. For the next decade he represented small oilmen against larger, more powerful interests, often 

personified by John D. Rockefeller. By 1881 Rockefeller had hired Dodd as his general council, and the 

Standard Oil Company was on its way to decades of industry dominance. In 1882 Dodd created the 

Standard Oil Trust Agreement, which allowed the board of Standard Oil to control the affairs of forty oil 

companies. After the Sherman Antitrust Act was passed in 1890 Dodd spent the next fifteen years 

devising strategies to circumvent the legislation. It was a few years after he died that Standard Oil was 

finally dismantled, in 1911. In the following works he describes the history and nature of business trusts 

and combinations, argues that they are best for business, for the economy, and for the consumer, and 

argues against legislation restricting trusts. All of these titles are quite scarce, each known in only a 

handful of institutional copies, and they are rare in the trade. None of these titles are listed in Giddens, 



 

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY, though it certainly seems that they should be. 

Only two are listed in Swanson's A CENTURY OF OIL AND GAS IN BOOKS. The titles, in 

chronological order, are:  

 

1) COMBINATIONS: THEIR USES AND ABUSES, WITH A HISTORY OF THE STANDARD OIL 

TRUST.... New York: George F. Nesbitt & Co., 1888. 40pp. Dodd gives a history of the Standard Oil 

Company and defends it against charges of monopoly, in direct response to legislation that was pending 

in the New York state legislature. He argues that business combinations reduce the price of goods and 

increase demand, and that there can be "combinations" (i.e. trusts) that are not monopolistic. Dodd was 

ultimately making a losing argument - the Sherman Antitrust Act was passed just two years later, in 1890. 

This first edition is quite rare, with OCLC locating only two copies, at Yale and the University of 

Wyoming. The only copy that we can find in auction records was sold at Christie's in 2003 for $1554. 

OCLC 78395709. SWANSON, p.161 (46pp. edition).  

 

2) TRUSTS. AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY S.C.T. DODD BEFORE THE MERCHANTS' 

ASSOCIATION OF BOSTON, JANUARY 8, 1889. [N.p. 1889]. 17pp. Dodd discusses the public 

perceptions of trusts and their activities through history and in the present day, and seeks to explain what 

it is that they actually do. He argues, unsurprisingly, that they are efficient, productive, and generally 

benevolent: "The legitimate advantages which every large combination has over its smaller competitors is 

in the direction of opening new markets, increasing the output, cheapening the cost of manufacture and 

transportation, and making profits out of large sales and small economies. In this form the wealth-

producing instrumentalities reach their highest development and produce their most perfect results." 

OCLC locates four copies, at Columbia Univ. Law School, the Huntington Library, the Rutherford B. 

Hayes Presidential Center, and the Univ. of Wisconsin. OCLC 28665182.  

 

3) SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY LECTURES. AGGREGATED CAPITAL. DELIVERED AT 

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, FEBRUARY 13, 1893. New York: The Evening Post Job Printing House, 

1893. 38pp. Dodd, professing that he is neither a capitalist nor a political economist, gives a historical 

review of questions that have arisen when massive amounts of capital have been accumulated and 

controlled by small numbers of people. With regard to the United States he focuses on the railroads and 

the oil industry. Dodd argues against the theories of Karl Marx and Henry George, and asserts that public 

benefits and private riches are not mutually exclusive. OCLC locates two copies, at Yale and Cornell. 

OCLC 44867488.  

 

4) SHALL ALL BUSINESS CO-OPERATION BE RENDERED CRIMINAL? SHALL 

PARTNERSHIPS AND CORPORATIONS BE DECLARED ILLEGAL? SHALL BUSINESS 

ASSOCIATES BE IMPRISONED FOR REGULATING THEIR OWN PRODUCTION AND PRICES? 

SHALL BUSINESS BE DESTROYED BY LEGISLATION? A STATEMENT OF PENDING 

LEGISLATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES. New York: Evening Post Job Print, [n.d., circa 1900]. 

25pp. Dodd reviews a number of pending laws at the federal and state level, all aimed at diminishing the 

power of trusts and business combinations. He argues that such laws are injurious not only to business, 

but to consumers as well. OCLC locates two copies, at Columbia Univ. Law Library, and at the Univ. of 

Wisconsin. OCLC 22551699.  

 

5) MEMOIRS OF S.C.T. DODD WRITTEN FOR HIS CHILDREN AND FRIENDS 1837-1907. New 

York: Robert Grier Cooke, 1907. 36pp. Written and published in the year of his death, this is the fullest 

biographical account that we have of Dodd's life. Includes much on his childhood, his faith, and his work 

for and apart from the Standard Oil Company. OCLC locates only a single copy, at the Library of 

Congress. SWANSON, p.161. OCLC 8991962.  

 

An important collection of writings by the father of corporate trusts in the United States. $2,500 



 

21. Du Bois, John Van Deusen, Colonel: Heger, Joseph: (ed. by George Hammond): CAMPAIGNS IN 

THE WEST 1856-1861 THE JOURNALS AND LETTERS OF COLONEL JOHN VAN DEUSEN DU 

BOIS WITH PENCIL SKETCHES BY JOSEPH HEGER. Tucson: Arizona Pioneers Historical Society, 

1949. xii,[2],121,[2]pp., plus folding map and sixteen plates (including frontispiece). Folio. Half red 

morocco and patterned paper boards, gilt leather spine label. Backstrip lightly rubbed. Near fine. 

A valuable source of primary information and handsome illustrations of the Apache campaign of 1857, 

the Utah War of 1858, and the Navajo campaigns of 1859. Joseph Heger's portfolio of southwestern 

illustrations was bought from the Eberstadt firm by collector W.J. Holliday. Holliday's inquiry as to 

whether there was an accompanying narrative led the Eberstadts to recall that they had sold just such an 

item, the unpublished journal of Col. John Van Deusen Du Bois, to another collector, William Robertson 

Coe. Holliday and Coe worked together to create the present volume, which reunites Du Bois's journal of 

adventures and fighting in southwestern Indian country with the illustrations of his companion, Heger. 

The four-page prospectus for the publication is laid in. One of three hundred copies, handsomely printed 

by the Grabhorn Press. HOWES D521, "aa." GRABHORN BIBLIOGRAPHY 481. $275 

 

 

Early Letters on the Spanish Conquest, from an Edition of 100 Copies 

22. [Early Explorations]: Stevens, Henry (editor): Casas, Bartolome de las: Cortes, Hernando: 

Columbus, Diego: [SIX SPANISH TRACTS ON THE AMERICAS AND THE TREATMENT OF 

INDIANS]. London: Chiswick Press, 1854. 84pp. Quarto. Modern three quarter morocco and marbled 

boards, spine gilt. Spotting and soiling in the margins. Very good. Untrimmed and unopened. 

A scarce collection of early accounts of Spanish exploration in the Americas, including three letters by 

Las Casas, one by Cortes, and one by Diego Columbus. They were handsomely printed from the original 

manuscript letters owned by bookseller Henry Stevens, in an edition of 100 copies. Stevens acquired 

these letters, which had never before been printed, from Spanish sources in 1854. The fact that Stevens at 

one time owned three manuscript letters by Las Casas and one by Cortes is a testament to his great 

abilities as a bookseller, even relatively early in his career (he was thirty-four at the time). He was anxious 

to sell them, being relatively short on cash, and eager to establish himself "as a scholarly dealer and a 

friend of scholars" (Parker). Each letter carries a brief introduction by Stevens explaining the contents, 

and effusive dedications to, among others, Sir Thomas Phillipps, Peter Force, and Sir Frederick Madden, 

Keeper of Manuscripts in the British Museum. The six items are:  

 

1) MEMORIAL DE DON DIEGO COLON, VIRREY Y ALMIRANTE DE LAS INDIAS...SOBRE LA 

CONVERSION E CONSVACIO DE LAS GENTES DE LAS YNDIAS.... In this letter Diego Columbus, 

son of Christopher Columbus and Governor of the Indies assures King Charles that he will help Las Casas 

in this efforts to Christianize the natives of the Americas.  

 

2) CARTA DEL SENOR DON FREY BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS...PA PONER REMEDIO A 

LOS AGRAVIOS DE LOS YNDIOS EN LA TRRE FIRME. Las Casas describes his continuing efforts 

to Christianize the Indians of the New World, requesting additional land and Franciscan friars to aid in his 

task. 

 

3) CARTA DE DON FREY BARTOLOE DE LAS CASAS...MOSTRANDO SU PARECER SOBRE DE 

QUE NO SE VENDIESEN LOS REPARTIMIENTOS O ENCOMIENDAS DE LOS YNDIOS. Las 

Casas writes the Dominican fathers of Guatemala and Chiapa arguing against the continued enslavement 

of the Indians in their districts.  

 

4) CARTA DE AMONESTACIO DEL OBPO DE CHIAPA DON FRAY BARTOLOME DE LAS 

CASAS...TOCANTE A LA LIBERTAD Y JURISDICION ECCLICA Y EXECUCION DILLA Y A LA 



 

LIBERTAD Y REMEDIOS DE LAS INJUSTICIAS Y AGRAVIOS DE LOS YNDIOS DE SU 

OBPADO. Las Casas writes the Royal Audiencia in Honduras demanding that the newly-promulgated 

laws for the protection of the Indians be enforced.  

 

5) PARESCER O DETERMINACAO DE LOS SENORES THEOLOGOS DE SALAMANCA SOBRE 

DE QUE NO DEBEN SER BAPTIZADOS LOS YNDIOS SIN EXAMINACIO ESTRECHA DE SU 

VOLUNTAD Y CONCEPTO DEL D'HO SACRAMENTO. This document gives the opinion of the 

theologians of Salamanca on the question of whether Indians in the New World could be enslaved even 

after they had been baptized. The theologians equivocate masterfully on the question.  

 

6) CARTA DE HERNANDO CORTES...MOSTRANDOLE SU PARESCER ACERCA DE LOS 

REPARTIMIENTOS DE LOS YNDIOS, SOBRE SI CONVIENE AL SERUJ DEL REY QUE LOS 

NATURALES DE LA NUEBA ESPANA ESTEN TODOS EN SU CABECA, O ALGUNOS EN LOS 

SPANOLES POBLADORES DELLA. The great conqueror advises King Charles that the Indians of the 

New World should be taken under royal protection, and that their future enslavement be put to an end. He 

cautions, however, against freeing those already enslaved, as that would cause great indignation among 

Spanish colonizers and conquistadors.  

 

Stevens commissioned Charles Whittingham of the Chiswick Press in London to print these six tracts in 

black letter type. Limited to 100 copies of each, they were available separately or as a collection of all six, 

as here. They are scarce enough individually - the full complement of all six even more so. Not in Sabin, 

either individually or collectively. Parker, HENRY STEVENS, pp.170-172 & item 10. $1,500 

 

 

23. Edwards, E.I.: DESERT VOICES A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY. Los Angeles: The 

Westernlore Press, 1958. xxviii,[2],215,[1]pp. Illustrations. Original tan cloth, stamped in gilt. Bookplate 

on front pastedown. Fine in a very good dustjacket (worn at spine ends). 

First edition, from a printing limited to 500 copies. By an authority on the literature of the California 

deserts. "The first comprehensive bibliography for the California desert areas" - Weber. WEBER, 

CALIFORNIA BIBLIOGRAPHIES 85. $60 

 

 

Early Photographs of Noted American Racehorses 

24. [Equine Photographica]: Schreiber & Son: SCHREIBER & SON'S PORTRAITS OF NOTED 

HORSES OF AMERICA [cover title]. [Philadelphia. 1874]. [1]p. preface, followed by twenty-four leaves 

of mounts, each with a mounted albumen photograph and printed text on the recto and verso, for a total of 

forty-eight photographic prints, each print measuring approximately 5 1/2 x 8 inches. One related 

photographic print loosely laid in. Original tissue guards present. Oblong folio. Original three-quarter 

morocco and pebbled cloth, front board and spine gilt, raised bands. Original brass affixed to foredge of 

front board, but clasp lacking. Boards rubbed, leather scuffed. A front fly leaf loosely laid in. Some light 

foxing, mostly on the mounts but occasionally in a print. About very good. 

The first and only volume published of this scarce and important collection of photographs of noted 

American racehorses. Issued by Schreiber & Son, the leading photographers of animals in Philadelphia, 

the volume showcases the leading racing and trotting horses in the United States, giving their pedigree, 

size, ownership information, and stud fees, where applicable. The most prominent horse in the volume is 

the great champion and sire, Lexington, who won six of his seven races and was the most important 

thoroughbred sire of his era. Included are portraits of Rysdyk's Hambletonian (namesake of the 

Hambletonian Stakes, and sire of many of the other horses featured herein), the stallion Jay Gould, 



 

trotting stallion George Wilkes, Woodford Mambrino, Lady Thorne, Lucy, the Morgan horse Ethan 

Allen, and many more. The work was issued without a titlepage or publisher's imprint, but the 

photographs are copyrighted between 1871 and 1874, hence our attribution of a date. We note three 

copies at auction in the past twenty-five years, one of those selling at Sotheby's in 2003 for $3000. OCLC 

locates a total of ten copies, the record noting twenty-four leaves of photographs, as in our copy. The 

three copies at auction, however, each recorded fifty total photographs. KEENELAND ASSOCIATION 

LIBRARY CATALOGUE, p.194. OCLC 4254541. $2,000 

 

 

Fremont Seeks Investors in His California Lands, 

With the Map 

25. [Fremont, John C.]: THE MARIPOSAS ESTATE. London: [Chiswick Press], 1861. 63,[1]pp., plus 

colored folding map, 26 1/4 x 21 inches. Unbound signatures. Folding map backed by old linen. A bit of 

light foxing to the map. Near fine. In a folding cloth case, printed paper spine label. 

A scarce, early prospectus, with the attractive and informative map, for lands on John Fremont's 

Mariposas Estate, which brought the great explorer much wealth, and much misery. Fremont bought the 

huge property, located near Yosemite and containing some seventy square miles (nearly 45,000 acres) 

from Juan Alvarado in 1847, with Thomas Larkin handling the details of the purchase. A year later 

Fremont and his hired miners were carrying bags of gold out of the twenty-nine ore bearing veins on his 

land. Troubles soon arose, however. Alvarado's right to sell the property was contested in court, as were 

the boundaries of the estate itself. In order to raise money to finance development of Las Mariposas, and 

to help pay the debts incurred in litigating his right to the title, Fremont sailed to London in January, 

1861, with his lawyer, Frederick Billings. In this prospectus Fremont claims that the mines on the estate 

are producing $60,000 to $100,000 a month in revenue and that he now has clear title to the land. Also 

included are positive reports from California state geologist J.D. Whitney, German metallurgist Justus 

Adelberg, and assayer Frederic Claudet testifying to the great mineral wealth of the land. Several tables 

give statistics on specific mines.  

 

The large, colored map shows the area from the Merced River south about fifteen miles. It locates 

Fremont's residence and mill, several mining veins (highlighted in red), and a number of small 

settlements, including Mount Ophir, Princeton, Guadeloupe, Logtown, and Arkansas Flat. "The best map 

of the country about Mariposas I have yet seen" - Streeter. This prospectus was published by the 

American bookseller, Henry Stevens, a friend of Fremont's who was living in London at the time and who 

helped procure arms for Fremont in England during the Civil War. The introduction is signed in print at 

Morley's (Stevens's residence) and the text was printed by Charles Whittingham at the Chiswick Press, 

(Stevens's preferred printer in London). The map was printed by Sarony, Major, and Knapp in New York. 

This copy formerly belonged to the noted collector, Warren Heckrotte, who acquired it from the Henry 

Stevens firm in 2002. It is quite likely that these text sheets sat in the Henry Stevens basement(s) for 140 

years until their sale to Mr. Heckrotte. This early London prospectus for Fremont's Mariposas holdings is 

much more scarce than the New York prospectuses printed later in the 1860s. COWAN, p.415. ROCQ 

5134. STREETER SALE 2865. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON STONE, p.187. $1,650 

 

 

Magnificent Etchings of Naval Scenes by Bernhardt Wall 

26. Gleason, J. Duncan: Gleason, Dorothy: Wall, Bernhardt: WINDJAMMERS. New York: Bernhardt 

Wall, 1922. [28] etched leaves in total, including limitation leaf, title leaf, and twenty-six leaves of 

etchings and text, printed on rectos only. Plus facsimile letter from Franklin Roosevelt to Wall tipped in at 

front. Tall quarto. Original half cloth and pictorial paper boards. Fine. In a very good plain dustjacket 

(neatly split along the front joint), printed paper spine label. 



 

Number 107 from an edition limited to 325 copies. The lovely etchings are by Bernhardt Wall after 

illustrations by J. Duncan Gleason. The brief, evocative, text (often in the form of poetry) was written by 

Dorothy Glean. Twelve of the illustrations (ten full-page and two smaller) are etchings of ships; the 

remainder feature text with smaller illustrations.  

 

J. Duncan Gleason (1881-1959) was a prolific and popular illustrator with a long interest in nautical 

scenes and the sea, and this work is a paean in images and text to sailing and to American naval prowess. 

The illustrations include etchings of the U.S.S. Constitution and other military ships, the whaler Charles 

W. Morgan, the clipper ships that carried so many argonauts to the gold fields of California, the ocean 

liner, and many more. This copy is signed by both Gleasons and Wall on the limitation leaf, and includes 

the tipped-in facsimile of a letter from Franklin Roosevelt to Wall complimenting him on the work. The 

final two blank leaves each bear a brief pencil note, "1/16/55, Mrs. Wall, Pasadena Calif." $2,500 

 

 

27. Haley, J. Evetts: EARL VANDALE ON THE TRAIL OF TEXAS BOOKS. Canyon, Tx.: Palo Duro 

Press, 1965. 44,[1]pp., one plate included in the pagination, plus portrait frontispiece and three plates. 

Original red cloth, front board and spine gilt. Fine. 

A fascinating account of a Texas book collector who traveled the countryside hunting for books. 

Vandale's collection is now at the University of Texas. From an edition of 500 copies, printed by Carl 

Hertzog. ROBINSON 39. $150 

 

 

Coal Miner, Circus Performer, Boxer, Kansas Evangelist 

28. Hodge, Elliot, Rev.: A SHORT SKETCH OF MY LIFE. [N.p., but Kansas? n.d., circa 1926]. 51pp. 

12mo. Original printed grey wrappers. Rear wrapper soiled, and with some tears. A few text leaves with 

small, closed marginal tears. Leaf with pp.31-32 torn more severely, but with no loss of text. Good plus. 

The story of the eventful life and wanderings of a Kansas evangelist. Elliot Hodge was born at Bluefield, 

West Virginia in 1885, and before he was twenty had lived in several states, eventually working in coal 

mines in Arkansas. Shortly thereafter he joined the Busby Brothers One Ring Circus in Kansas, and 

worked in other travelling shows in Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma. Hodge tells his story with 

charm and verve, going on to describe two stints in the army and his experiences there as a boxer. In 1919 

"God began to call me into the ministry, and I began to lead the prayer meetings" in Kansas, and his 

ministry led to more interesting experiences, recounted in the second half of the text. Hodge also tells a 

long story of a squirrel hunting accident that resulted in a self-inflicted shotgun wound that cost him his 

right arm and led to a subsequent infection that almost took his life. Two different editions are noted in 

OCLC, a fifty-five page edition dated 1927 printed at Mulberry, Kansas (located in two copies), and the 

present undated fifty-one page edition. OCLC locates only one copy of the present edition (which we 

believe to be the earlier of the two editions) at the Fuller Theological Seminary. OCLC 664262854. $150 

 

 

The Earliest Book on Texas Written in English: 

By a Cousin of Stephen F. Austin 

29. Holley, Mary Austin: TEXAS. OBSERVATIONS, HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL AND 

DESCRIPTIVE, IN A SERIES OF LETTERS, WRITTEN DURING A VISIT TO AUSTIN'S COLONY, 

WITH A VIEW TO A PERMANENT SETTLEMENT IN THAT COUNTRY, IN THE AUTUMN OF 

1831. Baltimore: Armstrong & Plaskitt, 1833. 167pp., plus folding map. Copyright notice tipped in 

following the title leaf. 12mo. Modern morocco, spine gilt, with most of the original gilt cloth affixed to 



 

the front and rear boards. _Map backed by tissue, minute paper loss along one fold. Restoration to the 

dedication leaf and the first leaf of the introduction. Foxing. Good. 

The earliest book on Texas entirely in the English language, written by a first cousin of Stephen F. 

Austin. "For a long time I have regarded it as one of the Texas classics" - Streeter. Written primarily to 

promote emigration to Austin's Colony, it was composed with Austin's assistance while Mrs. Holley was 

at Bolivar, the Brazos River plantation of her brother, Henry, which she visited in the fall of 1831. 

Holley's enthusiastic endorsement of Texas had an important contemporary effect, helping to stimulate 

emigration and settlement and providing a wealth of information on geography and agriculture used in 

later works on the subject. Mrs. Holley relates her trip from New Orleans to Bolivar, and describes Texas 

history, topography, rivers and harbors, climate, soil, towns, natural resources, Indians, etc. The appendix 

includes a "notice of recent political events" in Texas, and contains documents relating to Texas, and to 

the disturbances against Bradburn and Ugartechea in 1832. The map, by William Hooker, shows the 

region from just east of New Orleans to just west of Santa Fe and from the mouth of the Rio Grande to 

the big bend of the Arkansas River, and gives much detail of the geography of Austin's Colony. Mrs. 

Holley followed this first effort with an 1836 work, which is a more conventional guide book and an 

exhortation in favor of American recognition of Texas independence. In the introduction to his 

bibliography of US and European imprints relating to Texas, Streeter calls this first work by Mrs. Holley 

one of his favorite books on life and travel in Texas. A cornerstone Texas book. STREETER, TEXAS 

1135. BASIC TEXAS BOOKS, 93. HOWES H593, "b." SABIN 32528. RAINES, p.116. RADER 1912. 

DOBIE, p. 51. CLARK III:56. GRAFF 1934. EBERSTADT 162:396. $8,500 

 

 

An Observant Englishwoman in the Republic of Texas 

30. Houstoun, Matilda C.: TEXAS AND THE GULF OF MEXICO; OR YACHTING IN THE NEW 

WORLD. London: John Murray, 1844. Two volumes: viii,314; viii,360pp., plus ten plates (including 

frontispiece in each volume) and 16pp. of advertisements at the end of the second volume. Original blue 

cloth, stamped in blind on the front and rear boards with a ship and a Greek key border, spines gilt. Spines 

sunned. Bookplate of Sir Norman Lamont, Baronet of Knockdow on front pastedown of both volumes. 

Bindings slightly cocked. A few light fox marks, but very clean internally. Very good. 

"Exceptional insights into Texas of the 1840's" - Jenkins. Matilda Houstoun and her husband, a captain in 

the 10th Hussars, sailed their yacht, the Dolphin from England, stopping at the Azores, Barbados, 

Jamaica, and New Orleans before entering Galveston harbor in December, 1842. Except for a brief visit 

back to New Orleans they remained in Texas until the end of the following March. Mrs. Houston was a 

perceptive and objective observer, and her account provides a significant look at Texas during the 

Republic period, with observations on social life, recent history, the Texas Navy, the productions of the 

land, climate and the danger of hurricanes, hunting, etc. She also foresaw an intra-coastal canal and 

railroads, and a possible Civil War over slavery. The excellent illustrations are by the firm of Day & 

Haghe, lithographers to the Queen, and include a view of Galveston from the harbor, their yacht in the 

Mississippi River, the city of Houston surrounded by mountains, and portraits of Santa Anna and Sam 

Houston. Two other illustrations show a "New Orleans black dandy" and "Nancy," a black woman, while 

others show the harbor of Havana, the city's Plaza de Armas and Viceroy's Palace, as well as the port of 

Funchal, Madeira. "A pleasant and quite readable account of life at Galveston, with an excursion to the 

'up country,' of a wealthy English couple..." - Streeter. We would note that Mrs. Houston misdates the 

dates of her visit as 1843-44, an error followed by most bibliographers though corrected by Jenkins. 

BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 97. RAINES, p.120. STREETER TEXAS, 1506. RADER 1949 (note). CLARK 

III:182. HOWES H693, "aa." SABIN 33202. $3,000 

 

 



 

31. Huson, Hobart: DISTRICT JUDGES OF REFUGIO COUNTY. Refugio, Tx.: Refugio Timely 

Remarks, 1941. [2],115,[1]pp. Half title. Small octavo. Original red cloth, front board and spine gilt. 

Spine faded. Quite clean and fresh internally. Near fine. 

"Special limited edition for Subscribers to Judges' Portrait Fund," signed by Huson on the titlepage. An 

important and little-known history of law and jurisprudence in this Texas Gulf Coast county. Huson, a 

respected authority on local history, writes that the object of his book was to raise funds to create portraits 

of the judges of Refugio County, but what he produced is more than just a series of biographical sketches. 

He provides the biographies, but also gives a significant legal history of the area, including a timeline of 

the evolution of the judicial system, a description of relations with the Mexican government in the years 

following the Texas Revolution, and chapters on the Taylor-Sutton feud and the 1874 murder of rancher 

Thad Swift and his wife. Not in Adams, SIX-GUNS, who does note Huson's later history of Refugio 

County. $900 

 

 

Recollections of a Native American Boy in a Missionary School: 

An Important Source on Territorial Nebraska 

32. LaFlesche, Francis: THE MIDDLE FIVE INDIAN BOYS AT SCHOOL. Boston: Small, Maynard & 

Company, 1900. xvii,[3],227pp. Colored frontispiece. Half title. 16mo. Original pictorial cloth. Cloth 

lightly soiled, circular ring on front board. Front free endpaper neatly excised, else very good. 

An important memoir by a member of the Omaha tribe of his years as a student at a mission school in 

Nebraska. Francis LaFlesche (1857-1932) was the son of the Omaha chief, Joseph LaFlesche. As a young 

man he worked as a researcher and translator for James Owen Dorsey, who published several works on 

the language of the Omaha and other tribes. LaFlesche himself went on to do important work at the 

Bureau of American Ethnology, writing widely on the Omaha and Osage peoples, and producing wax 

cylinder recordings of native rituals. In this memoir of his youth and schooling he recounts the 

experiences of him and his Omaha classmates at the Presbyterian Mission School, where speaking their 

native language was prohibited and where his friends were given English names (including "Ulysses S. 

Grant" and "Philip Sheridan"). LaFlesche writes in the preface that "no native American can ever cease to 

regret that the utterances of his fathers have been constantly belittled when put into English, that their 

thoughts have frequently been travestied and their native dignity obscured." OCLC records are inaccurate 

when referring to LaFlesche's memoir as fiction for a juvenile audience. It is, in fact, a significant memoir 

by a highly accomplished Omaha tribesman of his youth in Nebraska Territory. A second edition 

appeared in 1901. WHITE, PUBLISHED SOURCES ON TERRITORIAL NEBRASKA, p.49. $350 

 

 

With a Full-Page Map of the California Gold Region 

33. Leavitt, Dudley: LEAVITT'S OLD FARMER'S ALMANACK, AND MISCELLANEOUS YEAR 

BOOK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1854...CONTAINING A NEW MAP OF CALIFORNIA. 

Franklin, N.H.: Peabody & Daniell, 1854. 46,[2]pp., including full-page map. Original printed self-

wrappers, stitched into contemporary plain paper wrappers. Wrappers soiled and edgeworn. Text tanned. 

Good. 

This almanac is most notable for its full-page map of the mining region of California ("Mr. Boynton's 

Stylographic Map"), showing the region from San Luis Obispo to Mount Shasta. Opposite the map, on 

page 41, are tables showing the population growth of California and the amount of gold dust shipped 

from San Francisco for each month in 1852. Other editions of this almanac were printed throughout New 

England, including in Boston, Worcester, Dover, Manchester, and Holderness, New Hampshire. $85 

 



 

 

Remarkable Memoir of Life in the Texas Rangers 

34. Lee, Nelson: THREE YEARS AMONG THE CAMANCHES, THE NARRATIVE OF NELSON 

LEE, THE TEXAN RANGER, CONTAINING A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF HIS CAPTIVITY 

AMONG THE INDIANS, HIS SINGULAR ESCAPE THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF HIS 

WATCH, AND FULLY ILLUSTRATING INDIAN LIFE AS IT IS ON THE WAR PATH AND IN 

THE CAMP. Albany. 1859. [ii],224pp. Portrait. 12mo. Original cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Spine 

lightly sunned. Two small, unobtrusive contemporary ownership stamps on front free endpaper. Closed 

vertical tear to page 21-22, extending from the bottom edge into five lines of text, with no loss. A very 

good copy. In a blue half leather slipcase and chemise. 

"Lee was a member of the Texas Navy, which he left to join the Rangers; he went through and describes 

the early Mexican-Texas border wars...the Santa Fe Expedition...the Mier Expedition...the Battles of 

Monterey, Palo Alto, etc. At the conclusion of the War, he started overland for California...but had only 

been out a few days when the party was surrounded by savages and all but the author and three others 

summarily butchered. His experiences in captivity are of vivid interest, and afford a most minute and 

detailed account of the manners and customs of the tribe. He gives also an account of the hardships and 

sufferings of his co-captives, Mrs. Haskins and her two daughters, including the torture of the former" - 

Eberstadt. "The appalling and monstrous cruelties of this untamable [Comanche] nation of nomads, 

reconciles us somewhat to their rapid extinction. Unlike the savages of the Algonquin and Iroquois races, 

who invariably respected the chastity of their female prisoners, the savages of the southern plains ravish 

and torture them, with the combined fury of lust and bloodthirst" - Field. "The best contemporary 

description of the life of the early Texas Rangers" - Jenkins.  

 

In the introduction to the 1957 reprint of Lee's narrative, Walter Prescott Webb writes: "The story he tells 

is absorbing, but the information he conveys about how the Comanches lived before they were affected 

by the white man is invaluable." A rare book, central to any collection relating to overland travel and 

Indian captivities, here in the original binding. WAGNER-CAMP 333:1. STREETER SALE 401. FIELD 

905. HOWES L212, "b." DOBIE, p.34. SABIN 39778. RADER 2215. AYER 182. EBERSTADT 

122:227. BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 123. GARRETT, p. 227. SIEBERT SALE 993. GRAFF 2444. JONES 

1414. $8,500 

 

 

35. [Massachusetts Newspaper]: [Bowles, Samuel]: ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1869. THE 

SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN. A NEW ENGLAND FAMILY JOURNAL. NEWS, POLITICS, 

LITERATURE, AND SOCIAL LIFE. Springfield, Ma.: The Springfield Republican, 1869. Broadside, 17 

1/4 x 8 inches. Text in three columns. Three horizontal folds. Light edgewear. Very good. 

Scarce advertisement for this Massachusetts newspaper, published by the prolific Samuel Bowles. This is 

a very comprehensive promotional item, describing the scope and aims of the newspaper, touting its 

popularity, and giving the subscription rates for its daily, semi-weekly, and weekly publications. There is 

also information on advertising rates, and for the work available by its book and job printing office and its 

bindery. Scarce, with only one copy listed on OCLC, at the American Antiquarian Society. OCLC 

191233383. $50 

 

 

36. McDade, Thomas M.: THE ANNALS OF MURDER. A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND 

PAMPHLETS ON AMERICAN MURDERS FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO 1900. Norman: Univ. of 

Oklahoma Press, 1961. Original black cloth. A bit of spotting to the endpapers. Near fine in a very good 

dustjacket (spine sunned, lightly shelfworn, small tears along rear jacket fold). 



 

A favorite reference, with informed and witty descriptions of the accounts of murders and trials contained 

therein. Accurately described by a colleague of ours as a "reference work of towering importance" for 

those interested in the literature of American crime. An FBI agent, McDade participated in the actions 

that resulted in the deaths of the Barkers and of Baby Face Nelson. $45 

 

 

Songs to Celebrate Victory in the Mexican-American War, 

With Illustrations 

37. [Mexican-American War]: [Taylor, Zachary]: THE ROUGH AND READY SONGSTER: 

EMBELLISHED WITH TWENTY-FIVE SPLENDID ENGRAVINGS, ILLUSTRATIVE OF 

AMERICAN VICTORIES IN MEXICO. By an American Officer. New York: Nafis & Cornish, and St. 

Louis: Nafis, Cornish & Co., [1848]. 250, vi pp., including twenty-five engravings (ten of them full-page, 

including frontispiece portrait), titlepage vignette, and tail pieces. Original black roan, gilt pictorial 

backstrip. Boards worn around the edges, chipped at lower front joint, front joint leather cracked. 

Scattered foxing. Withal, about very good. 

An attractive little volume of songs produced to celebrate American victories in the Mexican-American 

War, and to bolster Gen. Zachary Taylor's (ultimately successful) bid for the Presidency in 1848. Included 

are the lyrics, without music, to scores of songs, including celebrations of American victories at Veracruz, 

Monterey, Puebla, Buena Vista, and the capture of Mexico City. The engravings show several of these 

crucial battles and the frontispiece is a portrait of Taylor himself. There are songs in memory of other 

famous American military heroes, such as Washington, Jackson, and John Paul Jones, as well as lyrics 

celebrating ordinary soldiers from Ohio, Connecticut, Kentucky, and elsewhere. Other songs 

commemorate victories during the Revolution and the War of 1812, and several songs laud Texas, 

including the battle of the Alamo, the death of Crockett, "song of the Texian Ranger," "Texas War Cry," 

and more. Though well-represented institutionally, this little songbook is rather scarce in the market. 

GARRETT, p.278. SABIN 73463. $1,250 

 

 

38. Meyers, William H.: (edited by John Haskell Kemble): JOURNAL OF A CRUISE TO 

CALIFORNIA AND THE SANDWICH ISLANDS IN THE UNITED STATES SLOOP-OF-WAR 

CYANE 1841-1844. San Francisco: Book Club of California, 1955. [2],xvi,[2],68pp., plus ten colored 

plates and a frontispiece map. Folio. Half morocco and linen, spine gilt. Light wear to the leather at the 

spine ends, some offsetting to the hinges from the spine leather. Near fine. 

Meyers, a gunner on the Cyane, was present in California and Hawaii during an eventful period, and his 

journal covers Thomas ap Catesby Jones's premature capture of Monterey, tensions between the kingdom 

of Hawaii and Great Britain, and visits to several California and South American ports. Meyers was also a 

very talented artist, and this volume reproduces several of his attractive color sketches, including views of 

Monterey, Santa Barbara, Yerba Buena, San Diego, Honolulu, Molokai, and more. Original prospectus 

laid in. Printed at the Grabhorn Press, in an edition of 400 copies. GRABHORN BIBLIOGRAPHY 578. 

 $200 

 

First Printing of the Montana Constitution 

39. [Montana Constitution]: MONTANA'S NEW CONSTITUTION. HERE YOU HAVE IT WORD 

FOR WORD FROM BEGINNING TO END. IT WAS ADOPTED THIRTY-SIX HOURS AGO, 

TRANSCRIBED SIX HOURS AGO AND IS NOW AT THE PEOPLE'S DISPOSAL. A NEWSPAPER 

FEAT WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN MECHANICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO ANY OTHER OFFICE 

BETWEEN ST. PAUL AND PORTLAND. TAKE IT HOME AND READ IT THROUGH. IT IS THE 

LAW UNDER WHICH YOU WILL ENTER THE UNION AND LIVE THEREAFTER , AND YOU 



 

REALLY OUGHT TO KNOWWHAT IT SAYS...[in:] THE HELENA JOURNAL. Helena, Mt. August 

19, 1889. 4pp., text printed in six columns. Folio. Tanned. Removed from a larger volume and with tears 

along the left edge (not affecting text). Very good. 

Almost certainly the first printing of the constitution under which Montana joined the Union, printed just 

thirty-six hours after it was adopted on August 17, 1889. It is printed here in an early issue of THE 

HELENA JOURNAL newspaper, which itself only began publication the previous year.  

 

A territorial constitution was written for Montana in 1866 and in 1884 a constitutional convention was 

held in anticipation of statehood. Congress failed to act however, and Montana remained a territory until 

1889, when another convention was held, resulting in the constitution printed here. The people of 

Montana ratified the constitution on October 1, and Montana was admitted into the Union on November 

8, 1889. The constitution defines the boundaries of the state and lists the rights of its citizens, which 

includes a section relating to water rights and a section providing that "no armed person or persons or 

armed body of men shall be brought into this State for the preservation of the peace or the suppression of 

domestic violence," harkening back to Montana's famous history with vigilante justice. Other articles 

spell out the powers of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches, address questions of taxation, 

revenue, education, and public lands, and various other aspects of state government. THE HELENA 

JOURNAL, a Republican newspaper, was the successor to the HELENA DAILY RECORD, which began 

publication only the previous year. It was published daily, except Mondays, and this issue, devoted to the 

printing of the new state constitution, was a special edition published on Monday, August 19, 1889. Any 

early issues of this newspaper are scarce and significant, let alone one with such important content. $750 

 

 

Scarce Account of Midwestern Outlaws 

40. Murphy, J.W.: OUTLAWS OF THE FOX RIVER COUNTRY, STORY OF THE WHITEFORD 

AND SPENCER TRAGEDIES, THE ASSASSINATION OF JUDGE RICHARDSON, THE 

EXECUTION OF JOHN BAIRD, AND THE MOBBING OF W.J. YOUNG. Hannibal. 1882. 138pp., 

plus six inserted plates. Original printed wrappers bound into three quarter calf and marbled boards, spine 

gilt. Front wrapper wrinkled, a bit stained, reinforced along the gutter, and with a few short tears, expertly 

repaired. Rear wrapper creased, with a few short repaired tears. Occasional minor foxing, with marginal 

stains to a few leaves. Overall, about very good. 

A scarce account of criminal acts in Missouri, Iowa, and Ohio in the 1860s and '70s, with views of the 

scenes of the crimes and portraits of the participants. Murphy begins by recounting the fate of Joseph and 

Hyrum Smith at Nauvoo, moves on to some of the same crimes described by Edward Bonney in 

BANDITTI OF THE PRAIRIES, and then brings the story of midwestern crime up to the Civil War and 

beyond. Crimes, captures, and trials are all grippingly described, enhanced by illustrations of crime scenes 

and perpetrators. "Lurid narrative of midwestern crime, comparable to Bonney's classic BANDITTI OF 

THE PRAIRIES" - Howes. "History of the outlaws of the Nauvoo country....The author, an Alexandria, 

Missouri, editor, was personally acquainted with many of the desperate characters in this chronicle" - 

Adams. HOWES M907, "aa." ADAMS, SIX-GUNS 1581. GRAFF 2935. FLAKE 5673. $2,500 

 

 

Rare and Striking Broadside for an Upstate New York Clothier 

41. [New York]: HATS, CAPS, AND FURS! JOHN COOK, 212 1/2 RIVER STREET, TROY, N.Y., 

MANUFACTURER, AND WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN HATS, CAPS, AND FURS, 

RESPECTFULLY INVITES THE ATTENTION OF COUNTRY MERCHANTS, TO HIS FULL & 

COWPLETE [sic] ASSORTMENT OF GOODS. Troy, N.Y.: Kneeland & Co.'s Steam Press, [ca. 1845]. 



 

Broadside, 16 x 11 3/4 inches, printed in gold on a glossy indigo sheet. Ornamental border. Sheet slightly 

rubbed, a bit wrinkled. Very good. 

A rare, attractive, and handsomely printed broadside, calling the attention of upstate New York "country 

merchants" to the stock of hats, caps, and furs offered by John Cook of Troy. The text and ornamental 

border of the broadside are printed in gold ink on a sheet that has been either coated or printed with a 

deep blue, glossy ink. In all, it makes for a very striking presentation, and is one of the more attractive 

American advertising broadsides of the era that we have seen. Kneeland & Company's Steam Press seems 

to have been in operation in Troy, New York, until around 1850. John Cook (1819-1905) was trained as a 

lawyer but felt the tug of mercantile life, and opened his business in Troy selling hats, caps, and furs, later 

moving to Rutland, Vermont, where he operated a grocery. OCLC locates a single copy of this broadside, 

at the AAS, which dates the broadside to the 1840s. _Rare. OCLC 210027936. $750 

 

 

Early History of the Texas Revolution 

42. Newell, Chester: HISTORY OF THE REVOLUTION IN TEXAS, PARTICULARLY OF THE 

WAR OF 1835 & '36; TOGETHER WITH THE LATEST GEOGRAPHICAL, TOPOGRAPHICAL, 

AND STATISTICAL ACCOUNTS OF THE COUNTRY, FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC 

SOURCES. ALSO, AN APPENDIX. New York: Wiley & Putnam, 1838. x,[2],215pp., plus folding map 

printed on thin paper. 12mo. Modern morocco, spine gilt, with most of the original blindstamped cloth 

affixed to the front and rear boards. Small squares of red tape affixed to the four corners of the map. 

Foxing. A good copy. 

An important early source on the Texas Revolution, drawn from a number of the actors involved in the 

conflict, and one of the first works on the Texas Republic. The main narrative begins with the events of 

1832 and continues through the Congress that convened in the fall of 1836. Newell went to Texas in 1837 

for his health and spent a year there. He gathered his information from a variety of primary sources, 

including Sam Houston, who gives an account of Santa Anna's conduct after his capture (contained in the 

appendix). Among the Texas military leaders Newell drew from are Lamar, Huston, Poe, Ward, Neil, and 

Shackleford. "The quotations from participants are of considerable historical value" - Jenkins. There is 

also a concluding section on natural resources, sketches of a number of towns (large and small), advice to 

emigrants, and a discussion of religion (Newell, a Protestant minister, thinks Texans could be more 

pious), morals (again, they could be better) and education in the new Republic. The map shows the region 

from New Orleans west to 102 degrees, and from Matamoros in the south all the way north to the Red 

River. Streeter mentions two issues of Newell's book - in the present copy the dedication is printed on 

page iv and page iii is blank, and the map is dated 1838. "One of the rare and reliable books on Texas" - 

Raines. "One of the best, as well as one of the earliest, works published about Texas while it was a 

republic" - Clark. STREETER, TEXAS 1318. BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 151. HOWES N115, "aa." 

SABIN 54948. RAINES, p.154.  RADER 2479. GRAFF 3010. EBERSTADT 162:566. $4,250 

 

 

Civil War Atrocities in Missouri 

43. [Painter, Henry M., Rev.]: BRIEF NARRATIVE OF INCIDENTS IN THE WAR IN MISSOURI, 

AND OF THE PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF ONE WHO HAS SUFFERED. Boston: Press of the 

Daily Courier, 1863. 28pp. Gathered signatures, string-tied as issued. Titlepage and final leaf slightly 

dusty, else near fine. 

Painter, a Presbyterian minister, describes the abuses sustained by Missourians during the Civil War from 

both Union and Confederate forces, "the arbitrary arrests and illegal imprisonments; the unjust 

assessments and confiscations; the indignities, murders, conflagrations, and robberies committed by those 



 

who were sworn in as protectors of the innocent, as upholders of the Constitution and Laws." Painter 

vows that he favors the Union, though much of the suffering described herein is caused by Union troops 

who he says were not satisfied with the professions of loyalty made by Painter and his fellow 

Missourians. He himself was arrested and forced to leave the state, banished to "the penal colony of 

Massachusetts," where he published this angry work, midway through the war. Nevins, while calling the 

narrative "untrustworthy and exaggerated" concedes that it is "illustrative of the vehemence of war in a 

divided state." A vivid description of life during the Civil War in one the most tumultuous of border 

states. NEVINS II, p.160. HOWES P35. SABIN 7881, 58258. EBERSTADT 136:202. $550 

 

 

Surveys for a Southwestern Railroad 

44. Palmer, William J.: REPORT OF SURVEYS ACROSS THE CONTINENT IN 1867-'68, ON THE 

THIRTY-FIFTH AND THIRTY-SECOND PARALLELS, FOR A ROUTE EXTENDING THE 

KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN AT SAN FRANCISCO AND SAN 

DIEGO. Philadelphia. 1869. 250pp., plus large folding map and folding profile. Original front printed 

wrapper, bound into modern gray cloth, spine gilt, leather label. Front wrapper a bit chipped, backed by 

tissue. Large folding map backed on tissue and stored in pocket on rear pastedown. Folding profile with 

tender fold lines, and some expert repairs to some fold ends. Light vertical crease to titlepage. Very good. 

One of the most detailed western railway survey publications, accompanied by a large, important map of 

the West and a profile of the route from Missouri to California. This work sets forth the ambitious 

expansion plans for the Kansas Pacific Railway. Shortly after the railroad's decision to follow the Smokey 

Hill Route across Kansas and into Denver, the railroad began to show interest in moving forward with its 

projected line through New Mexico and Arizona to the Pacific. The folding map depicts the proposed 

route of the Kansas Pacific, and is based on the famous Keeler map of 1867, but with a number of 

additions. It is the first map to show and name the Grand Canyon. The text includes detailed reports of the 

mineral and agricultural resources along the route in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and California. 

The folding profile, almost always lacking, shows the changes in elevation along the entire route, from 

Missouri to California. It is filled with important geographic details (passes, gaps, locations of rivers, 

etc.), as well as man-made landmarks such as sundry army forts and lines already constructed. In all, the 

profile offers a stunning visual summary of the challenging and dramatic variances in elevation with 

which the railroad's engineers had to cope.  

 

"[Palmer's] report is full of all sorts of information - geographic commentary, engineering detail, and 

comparative discussions of different routes, with attention to such larger matters as mineral resources, 

manufacturing resources, and sources of traffic" - Wheat. Palmer rescued James White on this expedition 

and also gives White's narrative, in his own words, of the remarkable overland expedition and trip 

through the Colorado Canyon. Howes asserts that some copies have three maps. This copy, like the Graff 

copy, contains only one folding map. Copies with the map and profile are extremely rare. A fundamental 

description of the American West. HOWES P54, "aa." WHEAT, TRANSMISSISSIPPI 1206. GRAFF 

3177. SABIN 58383. FARQUHAR 24. $3,250 

 

 

A Dozen Years in the California Mines 

45. Patterson, Lawson B.: TWELVE YEARS IN THE MINES OF CALIFORNIA; EMBRACING A 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE GOLD REGION, WITH PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON HILL, 

PLACER, AND QUARTZ DIGGINGS; AND NOTES ON THE ORIGIN OF GOLD DEPOSITS. 

Cambridge, [Ma.]: Miles and Dillingham, 1862. 108pp. Half title. 12mo. Original blindstamped black 

cloth, title stamped in gilt on front board. Corners worn, spine ends chipped. Early pencil inscription on 

front fly leaf. Clean internally. Very good. 



 

Patterson left New York in early February, 1849, and travelled across Mexico to reach California and the 

gold fields. He worked the mines at Mormon Island for a brief period, and then went to El Dorado 

County, where he continued to mine for twelve years. Patterson relates his experiences, offers useful 

advice to new miners, and also describes the gold region and its geology. The appendix is a lengthy 

record of weather observations for each day of 1853. Wheat writes that Patterson's work has 

"observations of permanent import, the value of which is belatedly becoming recognized" and Streeter 

praises his narrative as "clear and unemotional and in all respects quite a satisfactory account." KURUTZ 

484. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 154. COWAN, pp. 475-476. ROCQ 15995. HOWES P121. SABIN 59140. 

NORRIS CATALOGUE 3016. STREETER SALE 2876. GRAFF 3211. $600 

 

 

46. Robinson, Charles L.: ORGANIZATION OF THE FREE STATE GOVERNMENT IN KANSAS, 

WITH THE INAUGURAL SPEECH AND MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR ROBINSON. Washington: 

Buell & Blanchard, 1856. 13pp., printed in double columns. Dbd. Near fine. 

Charles Robinson was the first governor of Kansas, taking office in January, 1861. Before that, though, he 

was elected "governor" of Kansas Territory under the Topeka Constitution, the unratified Free Stater 

document that would have banned slavery in Kansas. This pamphlet describes the convening of the 

Topeka government and prints Robinson's inaugural address, which speaks strongly against slavery and 

defends the legitimacy of his authority and of popular sovereignty in Kansas. President Franklin Pierce 

soon declared the Topeka government to be illegal and ordered the arrest of its leaders. Federal troops 

dispersed the legislature in the summer of 1856. "Bleeding Kansas" was already underway, and it would 

take three more proposed constitutions before the free-state Wyandotte document was approved and 

Charles Robinson was, again, elected governor of Kansas. Robinson's anti-authority activities stretched 

back to his days as a newspaper editor in Sacramento during the Gold Rush, when he supported squatters 

rights during the riots of 1850. SABIN 37075. LIBRARY COMPANY AFRO-AMERICANA 

CATALOGUE 8926. DECKER 23:237. EBERSTADT 137:539. $225 

 

 

47. [San Diego]: SAN DIEGO AND CORONADO [wrapper title]. [No place. circa 1900]. 24pp. 

Illustrations. Oblong 24mo. Original pictorial wrappers. Slight edgewear, early ownership signature on 

rear wrapper, else near fine. 

An attractive little promotional pamphlet for San Diego and Coronado Beach, issued by the Atchison, 

Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad. The photographic illustrations show the Hotel Del Coronado (about a 

dozen years after its 1888 opening), recreations including golfing, boating, a panoramic view of San 

Diego from the harbor piers, the beach at La Jolla, lemon groves, the baths near the Santa Fe depot, and 

more. OCLC locates a copy at UC San Diego. OCLC 434959520. $50 

 

 

48. [San Francisco Presidio]: MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT. TRANSMITTING A 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE SECRETARY OF WAR, ASKING AN APPROPRIATION TO 

ERECT ADDITIONAL BUILDINGS FOR HEADQUARTERS OF THE MILITARY DIVISION OF 

THE PACIFIC AT SAN FRANCISCO. [Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1884]. 18pp. 

plus six folding plates. Dbd., several leaves loose, including the titlepage, which has several chips around 

the edges. One plate with a two-inch closed tear along one fold, with no loss. Overall good. 

This appropriation requested more than a quarter million dollars for the building of several additional 

buildings at the Presidio military base in San Francisco. The attractive plates show the elevations and 

plans of several of the buildings. $25 



 

 

 

Early Map of San Francisco, Printed as a Letter Sheet 

49. [San Francisco]: [California Pictorial Letter Sheet]: MAP OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. 

San Francisco: Lith. & Published by Quirot & Co., [ca. 1853]. Map, printed as a pictorial letter sheet, 8 

1/4 x 10 3/4 inches, on a folded sheet of blue wove paper (16 1/2 x 10 3/4 inches) with blank conjugate 

leaf attached. Some very slight edgewear. Near fine. 

A map of San Francisco, done as a letter sheet (this copy with the blank conjugate leaf attached) showing 

the city from Mission Bay to North Point, and inland to Larkin Street. Various types of ships are shown in 

the bay, and nine buildings and are located, including the Custom House, Post Office, Jenny Lind Theatre 

(and other theatres), the prison, and city hall (at Stockton and Filbert). Also located are seven churches 

and Yerba Buena cemetery, running along Market between Larkin and Jones. BAIRD, CALIFORNIA'S 

PICTORIAL LETTER SHEETS 148. CLIFFORD LETTER SHEET COLLECTION 153. PETERS, 

CALIFORNIA ON STONE, p.138. $1,750 

 

 

50. [San Francisco]: Dowling, Thomas H.: THOMAS H. DOWLING - CLAIM TO YERBA BUENA 

[caption title]. [Washington. 1871]. 17pp. Dbd. Some leaves loosening. Very clean. Near fine. 

This is a report of the Subcommittee of Private Land Claims of the U.S. House of Representatives on the 

claims of Thomas H. Dowling to Yerba Buena Island, the large island in San Francisco Bay between the 

City and Oakland. Dowling claimed that he bought Yerba Buena in 1849 from one Gorham Hyronemo 

Nye, who had been given title to the island by the administration of former Mexican governor of 

California, Jose Figueroa. This report recounts the questions of title to the island and the validity of 

Dowling's claim, and contains many pertinent documents. Dowling was one of several claimants to the 

island, all of whose claims were complicated when San Francisco authorities declared that the island was 

part of the City. $75 

 

 

Presentation Copy 

51. Shaw, R.C.: ACROSS THE PLAINS IN FORTY-NINE. Farmland, In.: W.C. West, 1896. 200pp. 

Portrait. 12mo. Original pebbled cloth, front board and spine stamped in gilt. Worn at spine ends and 

corners, cloth scraped along foredges of boards, and with a few small holes in the joint cloth. Quite clean 

internally. Good. 

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front fly leaf, "Presented to Mr. & Mrs. T. Hubbard."  Reuben C. 

Shaw was a member of the Mt. Washington Mining Company, and travelled to California along the North 

Platte Route, arriving at Sutter's Fort on September 6, 1849. He describes the difficulty of the journey, 

including cholera and Indian scares, in detail. The final chapter recounts mining activities in the vicinity 

of Weber Creek. This memoir is expanded from articles that Shaw originally wrote for the FARMLAND 

ENTERPRISE in 1895, and is a lively, well-written account of a Gold Rush overland journey, and 

experiences in the mines. KURUTZ 571. COWAN, p.580. HOWES S349, "aa." GRAFF 3744. 

EBERSTADT, MODERN OVERLANDS 431. MINTZ 420. NORRIS CATALOGUE 3586. $300 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Teddy Roosevelt Opens Sioux Lands to Settlers 

52. [South Dakota]: Roosevelt, Theodore: OPENING OF SIOUX INDIAN LANDS OF THE 

ROSEBUD RESERVATION, SOUTH DAKOTA [caption title]. [Washington: Government Printing 

Office, 1904]. 7pp. Self-wrappers. A bit of very light soiling. Near fine. 

The beginning of the diminishment of the Sioux Reservation in South Dakota, proclaimed by Theodore 

Roosevelt, who famously matured through his experiences in the Badlands a couple decades earlier. This 

prints the text of Roosevelt's May 13, 1904 proclamation by which land in the Rosebud Reservation, 

created for tribes of the Sioux Nation, was opened to white settlers. The Rosebud Reservation was created 

in 1889 and contained more than three million acres of land before it was diminished by Congressional 

acts of 1904, 1907, and 1910. Designed to free up land for homesteaders, the acts were challenged in the 

Supreme Court by the Rosebud tribe as late as 1977. The lands being opened to settlers are defined in the 

present text, and instructions are given to prospective homesteaders seeking to make a claim. Drawings 

for parcels of land were held in June and July, 1904. OCLC locates only three copies, at Yale, Princeton, 

and the Univ. of South Dakota. OCLC 7764551. $250 

 

 

53. Streeter, Thomas W.: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TEXAS 1793-1845. PART III. UNITED STATES 

AND EUROPEAN IMPRINTS RELATING TO TEXAS. VOLUME 1 1795-1837. VOLUME II 1838-

1845. Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1960. Two volumes: xlii,278; [4],[279]-677pp. Cloth. Fine 

in very good (edgeworn) dustjackets. 

First edition, limited to 600 copies. An essential reference for anyone interested in Texana or Americana 

generally. With useful annotations throughout, a tremendous work of scholarship. $150 

 

 

54. Stuart, A.G. (editor): THE KAUFMAN COUNTY NEWS SOUVENIR EDITION. VOLUME 1. 

NO. 44. Terrell, Tx.: December 6, 1894. 40pp. Quarto. Original pictorial front wrapper detached, but 

present, lacking rear wrapper. Front wrapper heavily chipped around the edges. Presentation inscription 

(partially obscured by chipping) on front wrapper. Repaired tear in upper margin of first two text leaves. 

First few and final few text leaves with small, shallow chips in foredge, else relatively clean internally. 

Good. 

Promotional for Kaufman County, Texas, located just east of Dallas. Includes a lengthy profile of the city 

of Terrell, its businesses and prominent citizens, with accompanying illustrations and advertisements. 

Two pages are devoted to the Texas Midland Railroad, and another two to the North Texas Hospital for 

the Insane, which opened in 1885, was soon expanded, and which cares for some 400 patients. OCLC 

locates only a single copy of this "souvenir edition," at the Daughters of the Republic of Texas Library. 

Rare. OCLC 310364264. $150 

 

 

One of the Rarest Texas Aviation Items 

55. [Texas Aviation]: THE NATIONAL ELIMINATION BALLOON RACE HELD UNDER THE 

AUSPICES OF THE SAN ANTONIO AERONAUTICAL ASSOCIATION AT KELLY FIELD, SAN 

ANTONIO, TEXAS APRIL TWENTY THIRD 1924. [San Antonio. 1924]. 32pp., including illustrations 

and maps. Quarto. Original pictorial wrappers. Very small tear in upper edge of front wrapper, old stain in 

upper foredge. Wrappers moderately toned. A bit of light soiling and wear to the text, two small tears in 

foredge of titlepage. Very good. 



 

One of the rarest Texas aviation items, and also one of the best. This is an elaborate program for the 

National Elimination Balloon Race, held in San Antonio on April 23, 1924. The event featured balloon 

races as well as airplane races using military planes. The text includes historical material on ballooning, 

biographical sketches of participating balloon pilots and engineers, programs for the balloon races and 

airplane events, photographic images of the young Texas society ladies who were "balloon sponsors," and 

more. The illustration on the front wrapper shows a balloon rising above the Alamo. Laid into this copy is 

an autograph note, signed, from the very knowledgeable Texas dealer, Ray Walton, attesting to this title's 

rarity. OCLC locates four copies, at the Daughters of the Republic of Texas Library, Texas Tech, Texas 

A&M, and the San Antonio Public Library. Rare. OCLC 310363362, 9724262. $750 

 

 

Among the Earliest American Aviation Meets, Featuring Roland Garros 

56. [Texas Aviation]: OFFICIAL PROGRAM INTERNATIONAL AVIATION EXHIBITION 

INTERNATIONAL FAIR GROUNDS SAN ANTONIO, TEX. FEBRUARY 2-6, INC., 1911 [wrapper 

title]. San Antonio: Lieut. Jim P. Anderson, [1911]. 7,[1]pp. Original printed red wrappers. Faint abrasion 

to upper right corner of front wrapper; paper residue on rear wrapper, apparently from mounting to an 

album. Some early pencil annotations. Very good. 

A rare program for an international aviation meet at San Antonio, Texas, in 1911, held just one year after 

the first major American airshow, in Los Angeles. Among the participants was the famed French aviator, 

Roland Garros, who was killed in a dogfight in the waning days of World War One. One of the 

illustrations features a portrait of Garros inset into a view of him in his Demoiselle monoplane. Among 

the American participants was daredevil Charles K. Hamilton, the "crazy man of the air," who flew a 

Hamilton biplane. The text lists the participating aviators and the events to be held, including speed tests, 

demonstrations of control, altitude flights, a race against an automobile, and more. The rules are also 

listed, as well as the names of the officers of the exhibition. The advertisements on the wrappers are for 

the Stearns Motor Car Company and the Alamo Automobile Company. OCLC locates a single copy, at 

the Univ. of Virginia. OCLC 61689826. $1,250 

 

 

57. [Texas]: ABSTRACT OF TITLE TO ALAMO TRACT, THE ALAMO LAND AND SUGAR 

COMPANY SUBDIVISION OF PORCION, SEVENTY-TWO, LOS TORRITOS, SANTA ANA AND 

EL GATO GRANTS IN HIDALGO COUNTY TEXAS. Edinburg, Tx.: Hidalgo and Starr Counties 

Abstract Company, [1915]. 110pp., plus folding map, 25 1/2 x 9 inches. Original printed wrappers. 

Wrappers soiled and torn. Very clean internally. Map loosely laid in, and with some light edgewear. Very 

good overall. 

Scarce record of land titles for this Texas border county, just west of Matamoros. More than 250 lots are 

listed, their dimensions and history of ownership given. The map shows the lands of the Alamo Land and 

Sugar Company's Alamo Tract, consisting of sixty-two blocks made up of hundreds of forty-acre lots, and 

also shows roads, the main canal, and the route of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Railway. 

Edinburg is the county seat, though McAllen is the largest city in Hidalgo County. The text is signed in 

manuscript at the conclusion by the general manager and secretary of the Hidalgo and Starr Counties 

Abstract Company. OCLC locate only two copies, at Baylor and at Edinburg's University of Texas-Pan 

American. OCLC 3390916. $275 

 

 

58. [Texas]: [GROUP OF FOUR PRINTED ITEMS REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOUSTON CITY STREET RAILWAY]. [Boston. 1894-1895]. One 8pp. 



 

pamphlet (self-wrappers), and three single-page fliers documents (two printed on octavo-sized sheets, the 

other on a quarto sheet). Light wear. Near fine. 

The Houston City Street Railway began operating mule cars on Travis Street in 1874, and by 1891 the 

first electric streetcars were being operated in Houston. The present grouping documents the expansion of 

the Houston City Street Railway in the mid-1890s, while the city was undergoing a period of rapid 

growth. The 8pp. REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO THE BOND HOLDERS discusses the assets and 

accounts of the railway, and projects great growth for the future for the railway as well as the city. The 

other documents discuss the company's finances in greater detail, and include a February, 1895 report of 

the bondholders committee. Scarce documents tracing the growth of an important transportation resource 

in Houston at the turn of the century. $150 

 

 

59. [Texas]: STATE EMPLOYEES' DIRECTORY AUSTIN, TEXAS [wrapper title]. [Austin]: Frank 

W. Cook, [n.d., ca. 1930]. [16]pp. Original printed wrappers. Old faint stain in lower outer corner 

throughout. Very good. 

Publisher Cook refers to this as the third of his Austin state employees directories. Though undated, it 

appears to have been issued circa 1930; Dan Moody is listed as governor, and he served from 1927 to 

1931. Hundreds of state employees are listed by name, with their office and address given, and dozens of 

local businesses advertise within. OCLC appears to list only one copy (published by Cook, dated "1930s" 

and with 16pp.) at the Texas State Library. OCLC 820028922. $65 

 

 

60. [Texas]: VIEWS OF THE PARIS, TEXAS FIRE [wrapper title]. Kansas City: Baird Company 

Engravers, [1916]. [1]p. of text followed by [23]pp. of illustrations from photographs. Oblong octavo. 

Original printed wrappers. Stained throughout, front wrapper torn in lower outer corner. Good. 

This copy bears a presentation inscription on the front wrapper from a resident of Paris, Texas to a friend. 

A pencil mark on one of the photographs shows the location where the presenter lived. The fire that 

struck Paris, Texas on March 21, 1916 devastated businesses and homes in the city. Fanned by fifty mile 

per hour winds it caused millions of dollars in damages and was not extinguished until the following day. 

The captioned illustrations are after photographs by Josef H. Noyes, and show ruins throughout the city. 

Businesses and government buildings are shown as ruins or empty shells while homes, apparently not 

built of brick, burned down completely. OCLC locates five copies, at Yale, the DeGolyer Library, Baylor, 

Dallas Public Library, and the Texas State Library. OCLC 1720991. $150 

 

 

Corruption in San Francisco Public Works 

61. Tibbey, H.S.: Lees, I.W.: FULL AND COMPLETE STATEMENT OF THE FORGERIES AND 

FRAUDS OF H.S. TIBBEY...PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE DUPONT STREET COMMISSION 

AND BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS. San Francisco: Bunker & Hiester, 1879. [2],iv,162pp., plus [1]p. of 

errata. Contemporary brown cloth, early owner's name stamped in gilt on front board (see below), later 

ownership signature on front free endpaper. Worn at corners, spine ends, and along the joints. Clean 

internally. Very good. 

An interesting case involving corruption in public works in Gilded Age San Francisco. Henry S. Tibbey, 

Secretary of the Board of Public Works for San Francisco, was one of several public figures caught up in 

a scandal involving bribery and the embezzlement of public funds that were intended to compensate 

property owners when Dupont Street was widened. In return for leniency, Tibbey made a full confession 



 

and implicated many other politicians and prominent financiers. San Francisco had one of the most 

professional police departments in the nation at the time, and Capt. I.W. Lees (Tibbey's pursuer and 

interrogator), was one of the great detectives of his era. Lees prepared the text of this volume, which 

includes the statement of Tibbey and others involved, as well as much forensic accounting work. Stamped 

into the front board of this copy in gilt is the name of "Martin Mangels," a merchant who served on the 

San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 1878-1879. Not in Cowan and, in our experience, quite scarce in 

the market. OCLC locates ten copies under four different accession numbers. $575 

 

 

The Texas Revolution, from the Mexican Side 

62. Tornel y Mendivil, Jose Maria: TEJAS Y LOS ESTADOS-UNIDOS DE AMERICA, EN SUS 

RELACIONES CON LA REPUBLICA MEXICANA. Mexico: Impreso por Ignacio Cumplido, 1837. 

98pp. Modern calf, ruled in gilt, gilt leather spine label. Faint blindstamp in upper outer corner of 

titlepage. Light even tanning, scattered foxing. Good. 

An important study of events in Texas by the former Minister Plenipotentiary of Mexico to the United 

States. As the Mexican minister in Washington Tornel was highly sensitive to questions of American 

colonization in Texas, and one of the prime features of this work is his report on Texas colonization 

contracts from 1825 to 1834. In 1837 Tornel was the Mexican Secretary of War and Marine, and Streeter 

describes this work as being written "with considerable venom." He reviews the history of Texas to after 

the Battle of San Jacinto, seeing in all American moves in Texas the fulfillment of the "Manifest Destiny" 

impulse. Most significantly, Tornel urges Mexico to fight on in the Texans' war for independence, 

foretelling that the loss of Texas would ultimately result in Mexico's loss of California and New Mexico. 

STREETER TEXAS 932. HOWES T302, "b." SABIN 96208. RADER 3145. GRAFF 4167. GRAFF, 

FIFTY TEXAS RARITIES 18. EBERSTADT 162:841. JONES 1005. HOWELL 50:233. PALAU 

334525. $1,750 

 

 

Sound Familiar? 

63. [United States - Mexico Relations]: Committee of One Hundred: WAKE UP AMERICA. MEXICO 

IS BANKRUPT AND STARVING THE MONROE DOCTRINE IS BEING SACRIFICED ON THE 

ALTAR OF PEACE AT ANY PRICE WILSON AND BRYAN HAVE DOUBLE-CROSSED THE 

AMERICAN PEOPLE. AN OPEN LETTER TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE PREPARED BY 

AMERICAN REFUGEES FROM MEXICO.... [El Paso, Tx? 1916]. 16pp., including illustrations. 

Original self-wrappers. Fine. 

A forceful call for American intervention in Mexico, decrying the ineffective policies of Woodrow 

Wilson and his former Secretary of State, William Jennings Bryan. The Committee of One Hundred was 

headquartered in El Paso, Texas, and claimed to speak for a million Americans with investments in 

Mexico, and 50,000 who have homes there. They assert that Americans are being robbed, raped, and 

murdered in Mexico with impunity, and that the Wilson administration's policies are bringing shame to 

America's reputation around the world. Furthermore, Mexican officials and diplomats outsmart the United 

States at every turn. The solutions the Committee sees are the defeat of Wilson at the polls in 1916 

(ideally by a Republican) and the invasion of Mexico. The illustrations show murdered American 

employees of the Cusi Mining Company at Santa Ysabel. OCLC locates only a single copy, at Tulane. 

OCLC 697793531. $275 

 

 

 

 



 

Rules for Governing the Utah Legislature: 

An Early Imprint 

64. [Utah]: RULES FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF 

THE TERRITORY OF UTAH [caption title]. [Great Salt Lake City]: Joseph Cain, Public Printer, [1854]. 

4pp. on a folded quarto sheet. Slight edgewear and bit dusty. Very good. In a half morocco and cloth 

folding case, spine gilt. 

An early and significant Utah territorial imprint, printed in an edition of 100 copies. Utah's first territorial 

legislature met in 1851, and this appears to be the first printing of the rules for conducting business in the 

Utah House of Representatives. Twenty articles cover a wide range of rules and procedures, including the 

duties of the Speaker and other officers of the House, rules for conducting business, requirements for 

quorums (fourteen members, including the Speaker), order, and decorum, methods of voting, and 

procedures in event of a tie vote. There are also rules governing debate and for the order of business. This 

imprint is undated, but Joseph Cain was the public printer in Utah in 1854 and 1855. McMurtrie lists this 

as the twenty-fifth title printed in Utah, and locates only the copy at the Church Historian's office. Flake 

locates only the copy at BYU, and OCLC reports another six copies, at the Harvard Law School Library, 

University of Utah, Bancroft Library, Newberry Library, Princeton, and Utah State. There are also copies 

at the Church History Library in Salt Lake City, the Huntington Library, and Yale. McMURTRIE, UTAH 

25. CRAWLEY 936. FLAKE 9391c. DECKER 47:251. EBERSTADT 167:482. OCLC 5032453, 

18572173. $1,750 

 

 

Another Early Utah Imprint, Giving the Accounts of the Territory 

65. [Utah]: Calkin, Asa: GENERAL REPORT OF THE AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS FOR 

THE TERRITORY OF UTAH: PRESENTED TO THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY DECEMBER 18, 

1854. Great Salt Lake City: Joseph Cain, Public Printer, 1854. 8pp., on a folded folio sheet. A bit dusty, a 

few old creases, else near fine. In a folding cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

An early Utah imprint, one of 100 copies printed. Asa Calkin, auditor of Utah Territory's public accounts, 

reports on monies spent and monies to be collected, including delinquencies due to nonpayment. He notes 

that county taxes have brought in nearly $8000 dollars, but that the Territory as a whole shows a 

delinquency of more than $19,000. Costs include $1250 for roads and bridges in Ogden and Weber, more 

than $2000 to the Tithing Office, $173.28 for the Arsenal; $867.39 for Indian Expeditions, more than 

$450 for the Library, etc. The least amount spent was $6, for Criminals. Calkin also complains about the 

tardy reporting of various Territorial officers, such as those of the University, which makes his job more 

difficult. Exasperated, he goes so far as to suggest imposing penalties on those who are late in reporting. 

This was Calkin's third and final auditor's report. He left Salt Lake City for the British Mission in 1855. 

Not in Flake. OCLC locates seven copies, at The New York Public Library, the Huntington Library, 

Brigham Young University, Utah State, Yale, the University of Utah, and Princeton. There are also copies 

at the Library of Congress, the Bancroft Library, and the Church History Library in Salt Lake City. An 

interesting report on finances, including internal improvements, in Utah, also disclosing the somewhat 

disorganized state of affairs in the early Territorial government. McMURTRIE, UTAH 24. CRAWLEY 

938. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS UTAH EXHIBITION (1947), 228. DECKER 47:251. EBERSTADT 

167:482. OCLC 41315083, 702365009, 8069755. $1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

First Edition 

66. Wagner, Henry R.: THE SPANISH SOUTHWEST 1542-1794 AN ANNOTATED 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Berkeley: [James J. Gillick & Co.], 1924. [8],302,[2]pp., including full-page and in-

text illustrations, plus tipped-in printed note. Folio. Original burgundy cloth. Corners bumped, spine ends 

lightly worn. Very good. 

Axe notes that despite the limitation statement of 100 copies, there were actually 116 copies printed 

(twenty of which were bound in vellum and with extra-illustrations). The first edition of one of Wagner's 

earliest bibliographies, following on the heels of THE PLAINS AND THE ROCKIES, and a seminal 

work in the history of books on the Spanish Southwest. This copy includes the leaf of corrections and 

additions and subscribers to the work, issued a few months after publication and bound in at the end of 

the text. It also includes the later-issued leaf reproducing part of a 1737 memorial of Rodero, bound in 

between pages 200 and 201. An essential work from the grand old man of Western bibliography. AXE, 

PUBLISHED WRITINGS OF HENRY R. WAGNER, 26. WEBER, CALIFORNIA BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

252 (later ed.). $850 

 

 

Inscribed 

67. Wagner, Henry R.: WILLARD SAMUEL MORSE A GREAT COLLECTOR. [Los Angeles]: 

Printed for Dawson's Book Shop by the Ward Ritchie Press, 1939. 12,[1]pp. Frontispiece. Original 

printed wrappers. A few neat pencil notes. Light edgewear. Near fine. 

One of 250 copies, of which fifty were for presentation to members of the Zamorano Club. Wagner has 

inscribed this copy to Los Angeles bookseller Eleanor Reed. Wagner knew Morse for forty-five years, 

and this is his memoir of the renowned collector. The frontispiece reproduces Morse's bookplate, which 

was designed by Howard Pyle. Each copy of this pamphlet contains, affixed to the inner rear wrapper, one 

of Morse's slips designating which collection a particular book belonged to. The example in this copy of 

the pamphlet is of Morse's Bret Harte collection. AXE, PUBLISHED WRITINGS OF HENRY R. 

WAGNER, 98. $100 

 

 

68. [Washington Mining]: THE GREAT REPUBLIC GOLD MINING CO., OF SEATTLE, 

WASH...PROSPECTUS..... [Minneapolis. ca. 1900]. [16]pp., printed in red and black, including five 

maps. Small folio. Original stapled self-wrappers. Old folds. A bit of soiling to the outer leaves and a 

couple of closed marginal tears, else very good. 

Rare prospectus for the Great Republic Gold Mining Company of Seattle, which operated several mines 

in Snohomish County around 1900. The text describes their capitalization, program of works for 1899-

1900, the extent of their mines, reports of inspection visits, and more. The maps show the locations of the 

company's mines in Silverton, Monte Cristo, and Silver Creek, and a double-page map shows the mines, 

electric railway, and townsite of the Great Republic Gold Mining Company along the Miller River and 

Money Creek. The operation was run by the Pacific Mining Investment Company, which produced this 

prospectus. OCLC lists three other titles relating to the Great Republic Gold Mining Company (all located 

in only a single copy, at the University of Washington), but not this 16pp. prospectus. Rare. $300 

 

 

69. Waterhouse, Sylvester: A MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS TO SECURE AN ADEQUATE 

APPROPRIATION FOR A PROMPT AND THOROUGH IMPROVEMENT OF THE MISSISSIPPI 

RIVER. St. Louis: John J. Daly & Co., 1877. [2],39pp. Gathered signatures, string-tied as issued. Fine. 



 

Initialed by Waterhouse on the first page of text. "A firm believer in the future of the Middle West, 

[Waterhouse] was an ardent advocate of improving the Mississippi River, attended numerous conventions 

on river development, and in 1877 was chosen to write an extended memorial to Congress on the subject" 

- DAB. A Harvard-trained classicist, Waterhouse, a professor at Washington University in St. Louis, 

argues that improving the Mississippi would aid commerce and the delivery of food to various parts of the 

nation, lower costs of transportation and insurance, and aid in national defense. DAB XIX, p.533. $75 

 

 

Early Views of the Gold Regions 

70. Watson, Douglas S.: CALIFORNIA IN THE FIFTIES. FIFTY VIEWS OF CITIES AND MINING 

TOWNS IN CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST, ORIGINALLY DRAWN ON STONE BY KUCHEL & 

DRESEL AND OTHER EARLY SAN FRANCISCO LITHOGRAPHERS. San Francisco: John Howell, 

1936. [211]pp., including fifty full-page illustrations from lithographs. Errata slip. Oblong folio. Original 

red cloth, gilt paper label affixed to front board. Cloth lightly worn. Old faint stain in outer edge of front 

free endpaper, front fly leaf, frontispiece, and title leaf. 

One of 850 copies "upon Highway Text, bound in deep wine buckram." An outstanding work, bringing 

together views of California cities, towns, and mining camps in the decade following the gold discovery. 

Six of the views show towns in Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. The story of how this volume came to 

be is fairly remarkable. Henry Kenitzer, a San Francisco architect of the 1850s and 1860s had his office 

near many of the city's lithographic firms. He was friends with these artists, and they apparently gave 

Kenitzer proof copies (before the printing of titles and imprints) of their work. Kenitzer kept these prints 

hidden in a combination desk and bookcase, and they remained hidden for three generations, until 

discovered by the family that inherited the furniture. Each illustration has an accompanying page of 

explanatory text by Douglas Watson. The typography for the book was designed by Edwin Grabhorn, 

though it was not printed by the Grabhorns. Instead, the printing and "lithotones" are by A. Carlisle & 

Company, the successors to the prolific San Francisco printing firm of Britton & Rey, who were 

responsible for many of the originals depicted herein. HOWES W164. DEAK, PICTURING AMERICA 

699 (note). $175 

 

 

71. [Western Mining]: ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF THE SILVER CHAMBER MINING CO. 

[wrapper title]. Boston: Rockwell and Rollins, [ca. 1860s]. [8]pp. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers 

stained, front wrapper and first text leaf with small chip in foredge. Small tear in lower edge throughout. 

Good. 

A rare prospectus for the Silver Chamber Mining Co., formed for the purpose of "holding, working, 

purchasing and selling such mines, mills and other property as may be fixed upon...." Though not 

specifying where those lands might be (presumably in western silver lands, such as Nevada or Arizona), 

this text is rather specific as to the capitalization of the company ($300,000), the number of shares 

(3,000), the manner in which the company would be run. Its officers and trustees included John W. 

Bigelow, Joshua R. Bigelow, Charles Allen, Elisha Atkins, Henry H. Atkins, and Theodore Metcalf. It is 

unknown whether the company ever actually operated any western mines, but this volume is good 

evidence of the intense Eastern interest in Western mining ventures. OCLC locates only a single copy, at 

the Massachusetts Historical Society (which holds the Atkins family papers). OCLC 646166446. $175 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A Magnificent Album of Western Photographs, 

Featuring Views of California, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado 

by Jackson, Taber, Savage, and Others 

72. [Western Photographica]: Jackson, W.H.; Taber, I.W., and C.R. Savage: [ALBUM OF 213 

ORIGINAL ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, INCLUDING MORE THAN 100 OF THE 

AMERICAN WEST, FEATURING CALIFORNIA, UTAH, NEW MEXICO, AND COLORADO, AND 

ALSO INCLUDING IMAGES FROM THE BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, CHICAGO, MASSACHUSETTS 

AND THE NORTHEAST]. [Various places and photographers. ca. 1885]. 213 original photographic 

prints, mostly albumen prints but also a few cyanotypes, measuring from 9 3/4 x 12 3/4 inches to 2 1/4 x 

3 1/2 inches (the majority measuring on average approximately 4 x 7 inches). Quarto. Contemporary three 

quarter red morocco and cloth, boards and backstrip ruled in gilt. Boards rubbed at corners, joints, and 

spine ends. One image of Los Angeles with a neat diagonal split, but both halves of the photograph 

present. Overall the images in excellent condition. 

A remarkable album of original albumen photographs, more than half of which depict scenes in the 

American West, including several images from San Francisco, Napa, Monterey, Los Angeles, Salt Lake 

City, Santa Fe, and Denver. Several of the top western photographers of the day are represented by 

images in the album, including William Henry Jackson, Isaiah West Taber, C.R. Savage, and Ellis & Son. 

Another fifty-two of the images show scenes in the Bahamas, and the remainder are images of New York, 

Philadelphia, Chicago, Florida, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. The images are a mixture of 

professional and amateur photographs, and nearly each is identified, either by a pencil caption written on 

the album mount beside the print, or by the photographic studio at the bottom of the print. This album was 

apparently assembled in the 1880s by a family who lived in Brookline, Massachusetts, in an estate called 

"Wildwood" on Goddard Avenue, and likely reflects places they visited in their travels. Decades later the 

album was acquired by the book collector, Kenneth Bechtel, an owner of the Bechtel engineering and 

construction firm, with a laid-in letter dated 1954 presenting it to him.  

 

More than 100 of the images show scenes in the American West, and several of the leading photographers 

of the day are represented. Among the most impressive are a series of very large prints, measuring 9 3/4 x 

12 3/4 inches, of Taber photographs of Napa. Several of these large images show the Napa Soda Springs 

Resort, and include exterior and interior images of the Rotunda, a view from Emerald Mount, and images 

of the Club House, stable, and Lemon Springs.  Additional Taber views include San Rafael and Mount 

Tamalpais, and the Palace Hotel in San Francisco. There are a total of twenty-six images of the San 

Francisco Bay Area, and other photographs show scenes in San Francisco's Chinatown, including Bartlett 

Alley and the interiors of a "Joss House" and a Chinese restaurant, Golden Gate Park, Alcatraz, the Cliff 

House, panoramic views, the Presidio, Woodward's Gardens, and more. A handful of images show scenes 

around Lake Tahoe, Donner Lake, and the route of the Central Pacific Railroad. 

 

Another forty-two images show scenes in Monterey and Santa Cruz, including several now-historic sites, 

such as the Old Customs House, the mission, and the first jail in the town. Two very interesting 

photographs show "the squid fleet on shore" as well as a number of Chinese men "drying squid at the 

Chinese fishery." There are several images of the Hotel Del Monte and the coastline around Monterey and 

Santa Cruz. Further south there are a half dozen photographs of Los Angeles by Ellis & Son, including 

panoramas of the city, featuring Main Street, Olive Street, and Hill Street, as well as a panorama of the 

old Mexican neighborhood of "Sonora Town", which became a center of Chinese settlement, as seen from 

Tremont Hill.  

 

A dozen photographs show scenes in New Mexico, including Raton, Las Vegas, and several of Santa Fe, 

featuring old adobes, churches, "burro alley," and indigenous residents. These photographs all appear to 

be non-professional and give a good sense of the unadorned old town as it was. Many, but not all, of the 

nine Utah photographs are by C.R. Savage, and show Brigham Young's residences at the Bee Hive and 



 

the Lion House, Temple Block, an interior of the Tabernacle, panoramic views of Salt Lake City, and 

more. Another nine images show scenes in Colorado, six of them bearing the imprint of W.H. Jackson. 

Among the Jackson images are two very nice panoramas of Denver, and shots of Clear Creek Canon, 

"The Loop" near Georgetown, and Rocky Point.  

 

More than fifty images show scenes in the Bahamas, apparently a favorite travel destination for the family 

that assembled this album. They represent an impressive collection of views in the Bahamas in the 1880s, 

and among the most interesting are those featuring men and women of African descent, at their homes 

and at work. A majority of the photographs show places in and around Nassau, and include the octagonal 

library (formerly a prison), images of streets and harbors, cityscapes, old forts, St. Matthew's Church, the 

government house, and Fox Hill Road. Most of these photographs appear to have been taken by or for the 

family that owned the album, and none bear photographers' imprints, though a few were professionally 

taken as they are captioned in the negative. Other photographs show places in Florida, Chicago, 

Philadelphia, New York City, Boston, and New Hampshire, where the family apparently vacationed with 

regularity. More than twenty photographs show images in Brookline, Massachusetts, including the 

"Wildwood Estate," many of these identifying the ladies or children in the image.  

 

An outstanding album of photographs of scenes in the American West, including California, Utah, New 

Mexico, and Colorado, and also including a number of excellent images of the Bahamas. $12,500 

 

 

Remarkable Archive of Letters and Photographs from a Steam Engine Pioneer 

73. Whitney, George Eli: [ARCHIVE OF NINETY AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, SIGNED, FROM 

STEAM ENGINE PIONEER, GEORGE ELI WHITNEY, WRITTEN TO EDWARD MIDDLETON, 

REGARDING STEAM ENGINES FOR BOATS AND SMALL YACHTS. INCLUDING FIFTY 

PHOTOGRAPHS, AND ANOTHER TWELVE RELATED LETTERS, AND A SMALL PRINTED 

1897 PROMOTIONAL FOR THE WHITNEY MOTOR WAGON]. Primarily Bridgeport, Ct., and Derry, 

N.H. 1948-1957. 102 autograph letters, signed, totaling some [218]pp., some with original drawings of 

engines or engine components. Plus fifty photographs, and an early promotional pamphlet for the 

Whitney Motor Wagon. Original mailing envelopes present. In near fine condition. 

A fascinating archive of correspondence from steam engine pioneer, George Eli Whitney, written late in 

his life and discussing his thoughts and specifications on steam engines for boats and small yachts. The 

ninety letters from Whitney document his inventing and working methods, the work he has done making 

steam engines for boats for himself and others, reflect on his experiences working on steam engines in the 

1890s, offer his thoughts on other engine designs, describe the way in which he worked with other 

machinists, and document his relationship and business dealings with Edward Middleton, who became his 

close friend and a business associate, selling Whitney's steam engines to yachtsmen in the Pacific 

Northwest. A group of fifty photographs show Whitney at work and examples of his boat engines, and the 

archive also contains a rare promotional pamphlet for Whitney's 1897 steam-powered "motor wagon."  

 

George Eli Whitney (1862-1963), was a grand-nephew of Eli Whitney, and a nephew of a founder of the 

Pratt and Whitney tool and airplane firm. His father worked as an engraver at the United States Mint in 

Philadelphia. George Whitney graduated from MIT and was an inventor and engineer most famed for his 

work in steam power. As the owner of the Whitney Motor Wagon Company in Boston he designed and 

built the first steam powered automobile in the United States in 1896. Included in this archive is a rare 

promotional pamphlet for that automobile (see below). He was chief engineer for the Locomobile 

Company, and for a brief time his vehicles were built by the Stanley Manufacturing Company. He left the 

automobile-building business shortly after the turn of the century, but Whitney's career in the steam 

engine business continued, especially as related to boats and yachts. In all, he held some 150 patents in 

active working career that spanned eight decades. The Smithsonian's National Museum of American 



 

History has a collection of thirty-six of George Eli Whitney's letters. The ninety letters in this archive 

were written by Whitney to Edward Middleton (1920-2014), an Aberdeen, Washington businessman with 

the Anderson and Middleton Lumber Company, and a boating and steam power enthusiast. Most of the 

letters are written from Bridgeport, Connecticut, but some are from Derry, New Hampshire, where 

Whitney had a summer home. At times Whitney will refer in a letter to a print or prints that he is sending 

Middleton. Those prints are not included in this collection of letters, though several of the letters contain 

Whitney's original drawings, illustrating the points he is making in the text.  

 

George Whitney was aged 86 to 95 when he wrote these letters, and they ably demonstrate his continued 

interest and abilities in the manufacture of steam engines. Over the course of nine years of 

correspondence Whitney builds and sells two small compound steam engines to Middleton for small 

yachts that Middleton is building. Whitney writes in detail about the engines, boilers, tubing, and a 

myriad of other related issues, also discussing design, testing, installation, and maintenance of the 

engines. The letters display Whitney's amazing knowledge of the technology of steam engines, giving 

specifications from engines he has built in the past, and occasionally including diagrams. Whitney also 

discusses boats and yachts (which he spells phonetically, "yots") he has owned and operated in New 

Hampshire at great length, and the warmth and friendship between the two men, borne out of mutual 

interests, is quite evident. Eventually their friendship had a business aspect to it, as Middleton began 

selling steam engines for boats on Whitney's behalf to his friends and acquaintances in the Pacific 

Northwest. George Eli Whitney recognized Ted Middleton as a fellow steam engine enthusiast, and 

shared his advice and expertise with him freely, and he also solicited information from Middleton about 

steam engines.  

 

This is shown in one of the earliest letters in the archive, dated December 26, 1948. Whitney apologizes 

for the delay in responding to Middleton, explaining that he has been inundated with correspondence: 

"Every one I know or ever did know, it seems, has written. When they write to ask me what I know about 

the Roberts Boiler, - well if I should ans. that question fully they would be worn to a frazzle in trying to 

read the thing and still get to bed on time. Having built 44 of such boilers and operated most of them, I do 

sort of feel qualified to say a few worlds on that subject." He goes on to discuss specifications for boilers 

he is presently building, and includes a diagram.  

 

A letter of March 11, 1949 offers advice on an engine that Middleton himself is engaged in building: 

"Your method of assembling is o.k. if you have to resort to it and by that you could form the outside 

jackets as much narrower at the top as that construction would permit, or demand. Down flow pipes could 

as well be slanted to fit the occasion and would not look ill proportioned. Better to have both top & 

bottom ends of coils on same side of biler [Whitney often spells 'boiler' as 'biler'] so to help in replacing a 

coil - if necessary without having to remove both sides of jacket. This requires either four or six cross 

pipes. Six is o.k." Whitney includes a drawing of his idea beside the text.  

 

In a letter written the following month, on April 23, 1949, Whitney discusses his methods of working 

with other machinists and suppliers, and adapting his designs to the capabilities of his collaborators in an 

attempt to keep costs reasonable: "I have always noticed that in having work done by others, it is wise to 

allow them to do it in any way best suited to their ideas, or facilities on the job. Most everyone seems to 

like to say 'I told you so.' In accordance with that method of favoring them, and frequently getting better 

results I listen to their suggestions. Illustration of that is my recent intercourse with Hodge Co. Took my 

drawing of Roberts to them recently for estimate, they offered price of $500 each for welding up drums & 

manifolds - complete all but the smaller pipes. I could not deal on any such figure and started analyzing 

the design when he complained about the welding of down flows to drum as the design indicated was a 

hard problem, to get properly lined up. So I quit the place somewhat disappointed at the figure, altho Hill 

& Mason favored it. I propose to exercise the same precautions in spending other peoples money as I 

would my own. It was then I changed the design, made new drawing = omitting the feature at which they 



 

criticised and again called on them where I got price of 350 instead of 500 for the welding. Also they said 

they would rather weld the half couplings to drums and manifolds than to have to tap them for they could 

get better results as to alignment."  

 

Occasionally, Whitney will discuss his early work in steam engines, as in a letter of November 16, 1953, 

in which he describes his work on boat engines in the 1890s: "Back in 1898 I had order for 12-A" 

compounds to be used at the Buffalo Worlds Fair in 40 ft. launches. Passenger work around the park I 

was told....Nice looking hand wheels and strong but to bore them out was impossible, as the hubs were so 

chilled by the hub metal on the cold steel spokes and at that time there was no [?] steel for tools so I 

busted out the chilled hubs and they broke like glass or crockery - and had bronze nuts cast in which I 

could bore & drill for 5/8" inch screws."  

 

In 1954 Whitney built a boat engine for Middleton for $1200 (about two-thirds of what he would 

normally charge) and sent it to him from New Hampshire to Washington. He writes several letters 

describing the cost and method of shipping the heavy engine across country, and then on August 27 

writes Middleton a letter giving his thoughts on maintenance of the engine: "Most engine men don't agree 

with me about it, but I darn well know that no oil at all is the proper prescription for the engine I sent you 

- also the same for all the engines I have bilt [sic] the past over 50 years or more. I ran a boat on this lake 

for 48 consecutive seasons and seldon ever gave her any oil in cyls. Was perfectly [?] to give her any 

amount as the air pump is discharged outward and so the oil could not get back into the biler [sic] as it 

would if air pump discharged into hot well & feed pumps fed biler from these....I guarantee you no 

trouble if you use no oil."  

 

Eventually, the letters discuss the possibility of Middleton selling steam engines or parts for boats on 

behalf of Whitney, as in a letter of January 7, 1955, in which Whitney gives Middleton details of engines 

that he hopes to sell: "I fully realize that its only one chance in many thousand to land such a customer but 

I do feel that when the right steam man does know of it he will take it on if he knows of its quality as to 

design & construction. Every part of it is the best of material. Babbitt for crank shaft is the brand that is 

used in the Cadillac engines - costs $1.75 per lb. and takes ten lbs. Crank shaft is also of the same carbon 

content as used by Cadillac & others - 50 point carbon, a low grade tool steel particularly adapted for 

cranks. All of which don't show by looking at it but does count in operation. The parts such as crossheads, 

crank pin boxes, eccenture[?] shafts & links both pumps too & stuffing boxes which would pass as brass 

are of the finest alloy of bronze that can be mixed of copper & tin....But no one would know or possibly 

care until they had run the thing under full load for 20 or 30 years - as I ran my little steamer...." 

 

Often in the letters Whitney will discuss other boat engine manufacturers, and give his opinion of their 

engines and the costs. Several of the letters are illustrated with illustrations of the engines and parts that 

Whitney is describing. The active pace of work and correspondence that Whitney maintained well into his 

nineties is impressive indeed. As related in letters from the summer of 1956, a broken knee (and resultant 

hospital stay) slowed him only a little.  

 

Most of the fifty photographs in the archive show Whitney and a number of small steam engines that he 

has built, along with the vessels into which they have been installed. The photographs measure from 8 x 

10 (one image) to 3 x 3 1/2 inches, but most are 4 x 6 inches. Most contain manuscript notes explaining 

the image shown. The majority of the photographs are laid into envelopes with the letters they 

accompanied. The archive also includes another eleven letters to Edward Middleton from others engaged 

in steam engine building.  

 

Also included in this archive is an example of a very rare promotional pamphlet for George Whitney's 

"Whitney Motor Wagon," dated 1897. Four-pages in length and measuring 3 x 5 1/2 inches, it is trimmed 

a bit close to the text and illustrations, but complete. Printed by the Banta Press in Boston, it features two 



 

illustrations of the vehicle on the interior pages, and text regarding its specifications and capabilities on 

the exterior pages. Powered entirely by steam, Whitney boasts that his vehicle can travel the fifty-one 

miles from Boston to Providence in three hours, and could run at a rate of 30 miles per hour in ideal road 

conditions. "Any one of ordinary intelligence can be instructed to operate one in one day." The vehicle 

weighed 700 pounds, and was built by the Whitney Motor Wagon Company in East Boston. OCLC 

locates only one copy of this rare promotional for Whitney's early steam automobile, at Northwestern 

University. (OCLC accession number 925373163).  

 

A remarkable archive of letters and photographs from a pioneer in the building of steam engines in the 

United States, documenting nearly a decade of his work building engines for boats and yachts. $2,750 

 

 

Records of One of the Most Exclusive Clubs in New York 

1 of 100 Copies 

74. [Zodiac Club]: RECORDS OF THE ZODIAC AS THEY APPEAR IN THE MINUTE BOOKS 

1868 - 1915. New York: Privately Printed, 1916. xv,[1],335,[9]pp., plus numerous portraits and two 

colored plates, including frontispiece. Half title. Quarto. Original half cloth and paper-covered boards, 

front board stamped with gilt insignia, gilt morocco spine labels. Front hinge a bit weak, bifolium 

containing the Honorary Retired List and the first leaf of the Minutes loosely laid in, else near fine. In the 

original green cloth dustjacket, gilt (jacket with slight edgewear and tears at the spine ends). 

From an edition of 100 copies, said to have been printed for the Zodiac Club by Charles Scribner and 

Sons, with type designed by Tiffany & Company. A second volume of the club's history appeared in 

1928.  

 

A magnificent artifact of a club founded in New York City during the Gilded Age, which continues to this 

day, and for whose dozen members the Gilded Age has never ended. This work records nearly fifty years 

of dinner meetings held by a club consisting of the financial and power elite of New York. The Zodiac 

Club was founded in 1868 by Civil War General Edward Elmer Potter and consisted of twelve of the 

wealthiest men in New York, men who wanted to socialize and enjoy food, wine, and gossip of the 

highest order. The twelve members were (and are) each named after a sign of the zodiac. Among the 

members were J.P. Morgan and his son, J.P. Morgan, Jr., politicians J. Hampden Robb and Nelson 

Aldrich, lawyers Joseph H. Choate and Lewis Cass Ledyard, coal magnate James Clendenin, and a 

number of military veterans.  

 

This volume prints the constitution of the club, which calls for meetings on the final Saturday of each 

month from November through April, and also lists the names of the forty men who have been members 

to date. The menus and wine lists of 272 meetings are carefully recorded, and there are also brief notes on 

the business that was conducted and the cost of the meal. The Zodiac Club met at a variety of locations, 

usually at the Knickerbocker Club and the Union Club, but also including the Delmonico's and the private 

apartment of restauranteur Louis Sherry. The menu for each meeting was arranged by a "caterer" chosen 

from among the club members, each of whom tried to outdo the others in terms of lavishness. Members 

of the club contributed the wines. The records of the Zodiac Club thereby also allow us to chart tastes in 

food and wine at the highest levels in Victorian America.  

 

This copy bears the bookplate of George Selleck on the front pastedown, and laid in is a typed note dated 

1974 to Selleck from Porter Sesnon, as well as photocopies of five pages of documents. Selleck and 

Sesnon appear to have been members of a West Coast version of the Zodiac Club, founded in 1963 and 

emulating the original New York club. OCLC locates ten copies (six of those in New York institutions) of 

this first volume of the history of the Zodiac Club. OCLC 7013680, 228711432. $2,250 


